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Abstract 

Nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) has been used to make a study of Co/Ni, Co/ Ag, 
and Co/Cu multilayers. A study of structural characteristics such as crystal structure, 
strain, and interface roughness was made. 

The bulk Co structure in Co/Ni multilayers is mainly fee. In Co/ Ag multilayers 
there is a combination of fee, hep and stacking faults. 

Principally a study of the strain, which can be determined by measuring the shift in 
the bulk Co resonance field, was made. It was determined that the studied Co /Ni multi
layers (small mismatch between lattice constants) have coherent strain, which means that 
the layers are uniformly strained throughout the whole layer and that there is lattice reg
istry. The behavior of the strain as a function of both the Co and the Ni layer thicknesses 
can be described with the coherent model. The results of the Co/ Ag multilayers (large 
mismatch) with various Co and Ag layer thicknesses indicate that there is incoherent 
strain in the layers, this means that there are dislocations at the interfaces which have 
relaxed part of the strain. The magnitude of the strain in the Co layer depends primarily 
on the Co layer thickness. There is qualitative agreement between the results and the 
incoherent strain model as described by Van der Merwe et al. 

The resonance lines of Co atoms at the interface (satellites) were determined from 
the NMR hyperfine field spectra of Co/Ni multilayers. By comparing the intensities of 
bulk Co to that of Co at the interface, an attempt is made to determine the interface 
roughness. The interface topology seems to differ amoung some of the samples with 
various layer thicknesses, so it is not possible to determine the interface roughness, nor 
can 'the results be described by any of the proposed interface models. 

The 63Cu and 65Cu resonance lines in two Co/Cu multilayers were determined from 
the NMR spectra and lie at the expected resonance fields. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

Since the development of techniques such as high vacuum evaporation and molecular beam 
epitaxy, which can be used to grow high quality thin films, there has been- a great interest 
in multilayers. These materials have physical properties such as magnetic anisotropy and 
giant magnetoresistance that turned out to be very interesting. Besides providing a way 
to do systematic fundamental research of magnetic properties, magnetic multilayers have 
several applications. For example, they might be used as magnetic recording devices or 
sensors. These possible applications are also the basis of the strong cooperation between 
the EUT and Philips Research Laboratories with respect to magnetic multilayers. 

The multilayers investigated are composed of a periodic repetition of two layers of 
different materials, usually metals. The layers are typically bet~een 5 and 100 A thick 
and are repeated up to a hundred times. The layers are usually grown on a substrate 
with a base layer which can influence the structure of the multilayer. A final layer can be 
grown on top of the multilayer in order to prevent oxidation. When one of the materials 
is a magnetic material, the multilayer is referred to as a magnetic multilayer. 

The physical properties mentioned above depend strongly on characteristics of the 
multilayer such as the crystal structure, strain, and interface roughness. Nuclear magnetic 
resonance (NMR) is a good technique to investigate these characteristics with, because 
it is ·sensitive to the local environment of the atoms in the material. Variations of the 
layer thicknesses change the structure and the strain, thus by examining multilayers with 
various thicknesses, a systematic investigation is possible. These results can then be 
related to other physical properties. 

This report focusses mainly on the strain in multilayers and the dependence of the 
strain on the misfit between the materials and the layer thicknesses. Co/Ni and Co/ Ag 
multilayers have been studied for this purpose. The Co/Ni multilayers have a small misfit 
( ~ 0.6% ), which means that it can be expected that the multilayers are coherent for a 
wide range of layer thicknesses. Co and Ag have a large misfit (~ 14%), and so Co/ Ag 
rnultilayers are expected to be incoherent. The strains determined with the experiments 
are compared with models that exist for both types of strain. The model used in the case 
of incoherent strain, is the model described by Van der Merwe et al. [MER88, JES88]. 

Besides for a study of the strain, the Co/ Ag were grown with the purpose of making 
a systematic investigation of the interface roughness, anisotropy and magnetoresistance. 
These studies have been or will be performed by others in the department. 
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Usually when Co based multilayers are studied, the resonance lines of the Co atoms 
are investigated, in order to gain information about the hyperfine fields. However, it is 
also possible to determine the resonance lines of the other element in the multilayer, even 
if this element does not have a electronic magnetic moment. The Cu resonance lines of 
two Co/Cu multilayers were determined. 

Before the NMR experiments on the multilayers will be described, the effective field 
felt by the nuclear magnetic moment will be reviewed in chapter 2 and the influence of 
the environment on this effective field will be discussed in chapter 3. In chapter 4 the 
principles of NMR along with the experimental apparatus will be described. In chapters 
5, 6, and 7 the results of the experiments will be presented along with conclusions and 
discussions. 
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Chapter 2 

The Effective Magnetic Field 

With NMR the interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment of an atom in a material 
and the effective magnetic field at the nucleus is measured. There are several contributions 
to this effective magnetic field. In this chapter these contributions will be discussed. 

2.1 The Interactions of the Nuclear Moment 

A magnetic moment jl, when placed in a magnetic field B, experiences an interaction 
which can be described by the Zeeman Hamiltonian: 

(2.1) 

When the moment is a nuclear magnetic moment with nuclear spin f, the moment can 
be written as: 

i1 = fvyf (2.2) 

where r is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. The effective magnetic field at the nucleus is 
the sum of several contributions: a hyperfine field Bfi1, a dipolar field Bdip, possibly an 

external field Bapp/, and an induced field Bind· 

(2.3) 

Thus, the energy difference f:j.E between the resulting Zeeman levels is: 

(2.4) 

where f is the resonance frequency. For 59Co the magnitude of the effective field when 
the applied field is zero, is in the order of 20 T and r/27r = 10.054 MHz/T [WAL67]. The 
resonance frequency is then in the order of 200 MHz. The various contributions to the 
total effective field will be discussed in the following sections. 

A nucleus with spin I f. ! also has a quadrupole moment which interacts with the 
electric field gradient. This interaction causes an additional separation of the energy 
levels. However, when the material has a cubic structure there is no effective quadrupole 
separation. When the material is not cubic the quadrupole separation is often much 
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smaller than the Zeeman splitting, and only results in a broadening of the spectrum around 
the hyperfine resonance line. For hep Co the quadrupole separation is ~ 0.2 MHz opposed 
to the 200 MHz Zeeman separation. In summary, fee Co (I = ~) has no quadrupole 
separation and hep Co has a separation that will cause only a small line broadening in 
the spectrum. 

2.2 The Hyperfine Field 

The hyperfine field B~1 that a nuclear magnetic moment feels, is the sum of three contri
butions. These contributions are: 

1. Bcon' the contact field [FER30] 

2. Bdip,at, the hyperfine di polar field due to the spins of the d shell electrons of the 
atom itself 

3. Borb, the orbital field due to the unquenched part of the orbital angular momentum 

The hyperfine field B~1 can thus be written as: 

(2.5) 

2.2.1 The Contact Field 

The contact field Bcon is the largest part of the hyperfine field. For Co Bcon~ 20 T. It 
originates from the electrons with a probability density not equal to zero at the nucleus. 
Electrons which comply with this condition are s type electrons from the inner shells of 
the atom (core electrons) and from the valence band. One would expect the effective 
field at the nucleus to be zero because of the pairing of the electrons. However, there is 
a polarization of the electronic s wave functions. For the core electrons the polarization 
is caused by the magnetically polarized d shell of the atom. The majority s electrons 
are pulled toward the d shell, while the minority electrons are pushed away towards the 
nucleus. The result is a net polarization called the core polarization which is always. 
opposite in sign to the electron magnetization [WAT61, FRE65]. 

The s valence electrons are also polarized. The conduction electron polarization has 
two origins. The first is the repopulation of the s valence states because of the presence of 
the d moment of the atom itself. Secondly, there is a hybridization of the valence s wave 
functions and the spin polarized d wave functions of neighboring atoms. This also causes 
a valence s polarization. This polarization is called transferred polarization. The sign 
and magnitude of the transferred polarization depends strongly on the magnetic moment 
of the neighboring atoms. 

The total contact field Bcon can be described by the expression [ABR62]: 

8 
Bcon = 37rµBm(O) (2.6) 

where m(O) is the spin density within the Thomson radius, at the nucleus [BRE30, BLU87] 
and µB the Bohr magneton. 
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2.2.2 The Hyperfine Dipolar Field 

The hyperfine dipolar field is caused by the dipolar interaction of the nuclear magnetic 
moment and the unpaired 3d electrons within the same atom. The local environment 
of the atom causes spacial deformations of the wave functions of these electrons. When 
the symmetry of the crystal is cubic, the net hyperfine dipolar field is zero. For lower 
symmetries, such as hexagonal, the magnitude of the field depend~ on the angle() between 
the c-axis of the material and the electron magnetization. For hexagonal Co the hyperfine 
dipolar field can be described by [PER65]: 

{ 
3 cos2 

() - 1 } 
Bdip,at = Bd 

2 
(2. 7) 

Bd is estimated to be~ 0.148 T [PER65]. 

2.2.3 The Orbital Field 

The last contribution to the hyperfine field is the orbital field. The orbital angular mo
mentum of the electrons in the unquenched d shell create this field. The orbital field can 
be decribed by (PER65, FEK78]: 

(2.8) 

Here, µB is the Bohr magneton, g ~ 2 and (r~) is the expectation value of the angular 

momentum operator l divided by the distance of the electrons to the nucleus r to the 
third power. 

If the crystal symmetry is cubic, the orbitals are quenched and one would not expect 
an orbital field. However, due to spin-orbit interaction a small orbital moment is induced 
and thus there is a hyperfine orbital field. This field is parallel to the electron spin 
m01;neut, thus opposite to the contact hyperfine field. For fee Co Borb ~ 5 T [EBE88]. 
When the crystal symmetry is lower than cubic, the orbital field depends on the direction 
of (l) as in equation (2.8). For hep Co equation (2.8) can be written as [PER65]: 

B _ B' B" { 3 cos
2 

() - 1} 
orb - + 2 

(2.9) 

where () is the angle between the electron magnetization and the c-axis of the crystal. B' 
and B" are estimated to be respectively 11.4 T and 0.418 T [PL088]. 

2.3 The Dipolar Field 

Besides the hyperfine dipolar interaction between the nuclear magnetic moment and 3d 
electrons of the same atom, the nuclear magnetic moment also has a dipolar interaction 
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with the (atomic) magnetic moments of all the other atoms. The field created by the 
other moments can be expressed by: 

(2.10) 

In this equation mi is the magnetic moment of the atom i, r:- is the relative position of 
the dipole i with respect to the nucleus. The summation includes all the dipole moments 
except that of the atom considered. 

The dipolar field Bdip can be considered as being the sum of a demagnetizing field 
Bdemag and an isotropic Lorentz field BL, which is equal to ~µoMs [COL71]. Ms is the 
saturation value of the electron magnetizat.ion. Measured values of µ 0 Ms for Co at 4.2 
K are 1.79 T [RIE87] and 1.85 T [LAN86]. The demagnetizing field is anisotropic and 
depends on the shape of the solid and possibly the crystal structure. 

In the case of a film, the demagnetizing field can be described using an infinite thin 
plate approximation. The dipolar field can then be described by: 

(2.11) 

Here () is the angle between iis and the normal of the film, whose direction is indicated 
by the unit vector ez. 

2.4 The Induced Field 

The induced field Bind is the result of Pauli spin paramagnetism, orbital paramagnetism 
and closed shell diamagnetism, which are induced by the applied field Rappl [WAL67]. For 
magnetically ordered materials this term is much smaller than the other field contribu
tions. Usually it is neglected, or incorperated in equation (2.4) by omitting the term Bind 
and replacing the gyromagnetic ratio / by an effective gyromagnetic ration /ef f. In the 
case of Co, / /2tr ~ 10.054 MHz/T (WAL67] and /eff /2tr ~ 10.25 MHz/T [FEK76]. In 
paramagnetic materials Bind becomes the dominant term in the effective field equation 
and its effect can be seen in various metals as the Knight shift [SL190]. 
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Chapter 3 

lnfl uences of the Environment on 
the Hyperfine Field 

The magnitude of the contributions to the hyperfine field, as discussed in the previous 
chapter, are influenced by the characteristics of the local environment such as structure, 
strain, and the presence of foreign neighbors. In this chapter these influences will be 
discussed. 

3.1 Structure 

As indicated in the previous chapter, the magnitude and the orientation of the orbital 
and dipolar hyperfine fields are influenced by the crystal structure, thus causing the 
hyperfine field to depend on the structure. The structure determines the magnitude of 
the hyperfine field and whether it is isotropic or anisotropic. For example, the hyperfine 
field Bht( = B~1 - BL) of fee Co is isotropic and has a magnitude of 21.6 T and hep Co has 
an anisotropic hyperfine field Bht of about 22.2 T Because of this difference in hyperfine 
fields, the structure of a layer can be determined from a measurement of the hyperfine 
field. 

A method of investigating the anistropy of the hyperfine field is by varying the 
direction of the electron magnetization by varying the direction of the applied field. The 
direction of the hyperfine field will follow that of the electron magnetization and its 
magnitude can then be determined as a function of the direction. Unfortunately, this is not 
as easy as it seems. Because of the anisotropy of the electron magnetization, its direction 
is not always parallel to that of the applied field. This means that the exact direction of 
the hyperfine field being detected is not known. Only when the applied field is parallel or 
perpendicular to the c-axis of the material, will the electron magnetization be parallel to 
the applied field. By comparing the hyperfine field parallel and perpendicular to the plane 
of the film or multilayer interface, an approximation of the magnitude of the hyperfine 
field anisotropy can be made. Another problem that makes anisotropy measurements 
difficult, is the anisotropy in the di polar field, which is not always know. Fortunately, in 
the case of uniaxial symmetry (as in hep Co) and a thin film, equation (2.11) can be used 
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to describe the dipolar field. In doing so, equation (2.4) becomes: 

( 
I 1 

27r f - 'Y Bhf,11 - 3µ0Ms - Bappt,11) 

27r J - 'Y(B~f,.L - ~µoMs + µoMs - Bappl,.L) 

(3.1) 

(3.2) 

Where II and J_ indicate that the field is parallel and perpendicular respectively to the 
plane of the sample. The resonance field Bres is defined as: 

27rf 
Bres = -- + Bappl 

'Y 

A combination of equations (3.1 ), (3.2) and (3.3) gives: 

(3.3) 

(3.4) 

In the case of fee Co, the hyperfine field should be isotropic because the dipolar and 
orbital hyperfine fields are isotropic. Thus equation (3.4) becomes: 

(3.5) 

On the other hand, these terms are anisotropic in hep Co. The hyperfine field of hep Co 
can be written as: 

B I - B· B { 3 cos
2 e - 1 } hf - i + a 2 

(3.6) 

Again() is the angle between the c-axis and the electron magnetization. Bi is the isotropic 
and Ba the anisotropic contribution to the hyperfine field. Ba is about -0.57 ± 0.01 T 
[FEK78]. Equation (3.4) becomes: 

(3.7) 

3.2 Strain 

Reflecting on the origins of the hyperfine field, it is clear that it is greatly influenced by 
the local environment of the nucleus. The dependence of the anisotropy on the crystal 
structure proves this. In this section the influence of another phenomemon, namely the 
strain, on the hyperfine field will be discussed. The relationship between the magnitude of 
the strain and the hyperfine field is characterized by three separate relationships. First of 
all, there is a relationship between the hyperfine field and an isotropic pressure acting on 
the material, which will be discussed in section 3.2.1. In a multilayer there are forces at 
the interface which cause strain as the result of a mismatch between the lattice parameters 
of the materials. The relationship between these forces and the strain will be described in 
section 3.2.2. Finally, there are two ways in which a multilayer can be strained. Models 
for the magnitude of the strain in these two cases will be discussed in the remainder of 
this section. 
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3.2.1 The Pressure Dependence of the Hyperfine Field 

Strain in a material is the compression or expansion of the lattice caused by forces. It 
has been shown for Co, Ni, and Fe that there is a relationship between pressure on the 
lattice causing strain and the magnitude of the hyperfine field [JAN79]. The change in 
the hyperfine field caused by pressure is the result of two opposing effects. First of all, the 
net magnetic moment decreases under pressure because of the conversion of d majority 
spin states into s - p and d minority spin states. This causes a decrease in polarization 
forces. The decrease in core polarization, thus a decrease in the spin density at the 
nucleus results in a decrease in the hyperfine field. The opposing effect is caused by the 
valence s electrons. The 4s orbitals are squeezed by the pressure towards the nucleus, 
thus increasing their spin density at the nucleus. An additional interaction with the core 
orbitals also increases the density. The result of the increase of the spin density of the 
valence electrons at the nucleus is an increase of the hyperfine field. The net change in the 
hyperfine field is the sum of changes of the spin density of the core electrons and of the 
valence electrons. In the case of Co, the valence contribution is larger, thus the hyperfine 
field increases when the pressure is increased. The relationship between the hyperfine 
field and an isotropic pressure P for Co is given by [JAN79]: 

J_ ln B~1 = 5.92 · 10-12 Pa-1 

8P 
(3.8) 

The bulk modulus /( of a material expresses the relationship be~ween and the change in 
volume V of a unit lattice cell and the change in pressure P and is given by: 

(3.9) 

For Co, 1/ J( = 5.26 · 10-12 Pa-1 , at room temperature [LAN86, LAN67, GR093]. A 
combination of equations (3.8) and (3.9) gives the relationship between the hyperfine 
field and the volume V for Co. 

(3.10) 

3.2.2 Strain in a Multilayer 

When one material is grown on another material, as in a multilayer, and the lattice con
stants are not equal, there will be a mismatch at the interface between the two materials. 
The magnitude of the mismatch is called the misfit T/ and is given by: 

(3.11) 

Where aa and ab are the lattice constants of materials a and b respectively, and aa > ab. 
In order to accommodate the mismatch at the interface, the layers will become strained. 
When the layers are strained, the volume of the unit lattice cell will be either smaller or 
larger than in the unstrained situation, thus leading to a shift in the hyperfine field. 
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Figure 3.1: A schematic illustration of a) an unstrained cube with sides lx, ly, and lz, and 
a) a cube rectangularly distorted by forces F in the x and y directions, a=l/3. 

The strain is the result of forces in the plane of the interface (in the x and y directions) 
caused by the interaction between the atoms of the materials. It is assumed that the 
stresses S (stress is the force per unit area) follow Hooke's law: S = Ye, where Y is 
Young's modulus and e is the strain. In order to understand the change in volume, 
an elastic isotrope cube with volume V will be considered. According to the theory of 
elasticity [FEY63], for('.es in the x direction will, of course, cause a change in the length 
lx of the side of the cube, but is will also cause a change inly and lz (see figure 3.1). In 
the case of interfacial stress there will be forces in both the x and y directions and none 
in the z direction, resulting in the following normal strains ei: 

D..lx F 
ex - Zx = - YA ( 1 - a) = e (3.12) 

D..ly F 
ey - = - -( 1 - a) = e 

ly YA 
(3.13) 

D..lz 2Fa -2a 
ez = - = -- = --e 

lz YA 1 - a 
(3.14) 

Where F is the force, A the area, and a is the Poisson ratio. Because a < 0.5, ez will be 
negative when e > 0. In this case, the cube's length will increase in the x and y direction, 
but decrease in the z direction, causing a rectangular distortion. The change in volume is 
by approximation the sum of the strains in the three directions and can be expressed by: 

D.. V 2(1 - 2a) 
-v = ex + ey + ez = e 1-a 

(3.15) 

With equation (3.10) and equation (3.15) the change in the hyperfine field can be related 
to the strain e. 

When there is a mismatch between two materials, there are two ways in which this 
mismatch can be accommodated. The first way is through coherent strain (section 3.2.3) 
and the second is through incoherent strain (section 3.2.4). There is a transition from 
coherent to incoherent when a critical layer thickness tc (section 3.2.5) is exceeded. When 
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a) b) 

Figure 3.2: A schematic illustration of a) a coherent strained multilayer and b} an inco
herent strained multilayer. 

the misfit is small, it is energetically favorable for the layers to have tensile and compres
sive strains throughout the whole layer in a way such that the lattice constants in both 
layers are equal (see figure 3.2). The layers are then called coherent. The strain energy 
of the layers is in this case proportional to the strained volume. Thus, when the layer 
thickness. increases, the energy also increases. At a certain critical thickness tc, it will 
become energetically favorable to introduce misfit dislocations at 'the interface, which will 
accommodate part of the misfit, thus relaxing the stress at the interface. The remaining 
misfit will still be accommodated by strain throughout the layer, but there will no longer 
be lattice registry at the interface (see figure 3.2). When there is a combination of disloca
tions and strain, the layers are called incoherent. The energy in this case will be the sum 
of the energy from the dislocations and the remaining strain. When the misfit is large, tc 
will be small, thus even when the layers are relatively thin, they will be incoherent. 

In the following sections, models will be discussed which predict the magnitude of 
the .strain e in the case of a coherent and incoherent strained multilayer. 

3.2.3 Coherent Strain 

The magnitude of the strain in a coherent multilayer depends on the energy needed to 
strain the layers. When the material is in an equilibrium state, the energy will be minimal. 
The work w per unit volume of a cubic material that is needed to apply the normal strains 
ex, ey, and ez is [FEY63]: 

w = ~(Cu(e; + e; + e~) + 2C12(exey + eyez + ezex)] (3.16) 

Where C11 and C12 are the Lame constants. In an elastic isotropic material they are equal 
to [FEY63]: 

- ~ (1 + (j ) 

1 +a 1 - 2a 
(3.17) 
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y ( a ) C12 = --
1 +a 1 - 2a 

(3.18) 

Using the expressions for the normal strains from the previous section and the Lame 
constants, equation (3.16) becomes: 

w = 2G ( 
1 +a) e2 

1-a 

Where G is the shear modulus and G = Y/2(1 +a) . 

.,, = 0.62 

0.6 
~ 

0 
LI 

QJ 

c 0.4 
·rl 

co 
(_ 

.µ 
en 

0.2 

0.0....__.__~...__..____....__...._ _ _._ _ _.____, 
0 5 15 20 

(3.19) 

Figure 3.3: The coherent strain e {in %) in the Co layer as a Junction of the ratio 
between the Ni and Co layer thicknesses in a Co/Ni multilayer, calculated with equation 
{3.21). For a Co/Ni multilayer: 'f/=0.62, ac0 =3.546 A, aNi=3.524 A, Gc0 =0. 799 1011 

Pa,. GNi=0.834 1011 Pa, ac0 =0.310, and O"Ni=0.305. The dashed line is the asymptotic 
limit for the strain which is: (ac 0 + aNi)17/2ac0 ::::::: 17 = 0.623. 

In a multilayer where the layer thicknesses of materials a and bare ta and tb respec
tively, the total energy E of the coherent multilayer per unit area can then be written 
as: 

(3.20) 

Minimizing the energy equation with the condition that the lattice constants are equal 
(aa(l +ea) = ab(l + eb)), the strain in both layers can be determined. The strains in the 
layers are: 

(aa + ab) -17 -11 
(3.21) ea 

2aa 1 + ( !!lL )2 (-b.) ill ::::::: 1+(fu.)k aa Z& tb G& t& 

(aa + ab) 'f/ 11 (3.22) eb 
2ab 1 + ( ~ )2 (b.) ~ ~ 1+(f!b.)1IL ab Za ta Ga ta 
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Where Zi = Gi(l + ui)/(1 - ui) and i =a, b. The approximation is valid when ua ~ O"b 

and the misfit is small. Equations (3.21) and (3.22) show that the magnitude of the 
strain depends primarily on the misfit and the thicknesses of the layers. In figure 3.3 the 
dependence of the strain ea as a function of the thickness is shown, where material a is 
cobalt and material b is nickel. 

3.2.4 Incoherent Strain 

In this section a way to determine the strain, when the layers are incoherent, will be 
presented using the model described by Van der Merwe et al. [MER88, JES88] for a cubic 
multilayer. 

When the thicknesses of the layers arelarger than the critical thickness tc, which is 
often the case when the misfit 'T/ is large, the layers will be incoherent. This means that 
there are dislocations at the interfaces which accommodate part of the misfit between the 
layers. The remaining misfit is accommodated by a strain that is called the misfit strain 
by Van der Merwe et al. The misfit fj accommodated by the dislocations can be written 
as 

_ aa I ea I +ab I e.b I 
'T/ = .,,- 1 

2(aa + ab) 
(3.23) 

which for small misfits is equal to the more commonly used expression: 

(3.24) 

Where 'T/ is the natural misfit and ea and eb are the misfit strains. 
The misfit strains are again calculated by minimizing the energy equation of the 

system with respect to the strains. The energy of the misfit strains Ems can again be cal
culated with equation (3.20). The difficulty arises when trying to determine the interface 
energy due to the dislocations. In the literature there are many models for the dislocation 
energy, although most of them are for thin films grown on a substrate and for relatively 
small misfits. Most models assume that the lattice and elasticity parameters are the same 
in both in plane directions (x,y), thus that there is a cross grid of dislocations. The en
ergy of an interface with a one dimensional array of dislocations is Ed. The total energy 
due to the dislocations at the interface can be approximated by 2Ed when the energy of 
the misfit dislocation crossings in the grid are neglected. It is also assumed that there 
are no interactions between the dislocations which have a spacing p (p = aaab/(aa - ab)) 
between them, and that there is no interaction between the misfit strain and the misfit 
dislocations so that they can be accounted for independently. The total energy of the 
system can then be written as: 

(3.25) 

The model described by Van der Merwe et al. [MER88, JES88] uses a succession 
of parabolic arcs to describe the periodic interaction potential between the atoms across 
the interface (see figure 3.4). This interaction results in shear and normal stress that are 
periodic in p (the dislocation spacing) and which depend on the relative displacements of 
the interfacial atoms with respect to their original positions. In order to account for the 
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2.0 

Figure 3.4: The periodic potential energy as a function of the relative displacement U / c 
as used by Van der Merwe et al.[MERBB, JESBB} to describe the interaction between the 
atoms across the interface. The energy unit is Ge/ 47r2

, where G is the shear modulus at 
the inter/ ace. 

periodicity of the multilayer, there are boundary conditions for the stresses at the midplane 
of each layer. The energy associated with the misfit dislocation per unit area interface, 
can be calculated by determining the work needed for the creation of dislocations. The 
work is the product of the relative displacements between atoms across the interface U 
and the forces (stresses) that causes them. The energy Ed can be written as: 

1 jp/2 ex 
Ed= - dx-Pxz(x) 

2p -p/2 p 
(3.26) 

Where Pxz( x) is the x component of the forces working on the plane perpendicular to the 
z axis, which is the x,y plane, at the interface. The net relative displacement is cx/p and 
c is the reference lattice constant ( c = ( aaab)/ Haa +ab)). The expression for Pxz(x) is very 
complicated and thus the intergral is difficult to calculate. Van der Merwe et al. make 
several simplifications so that a calculation of Ed is possible. Because of the remaining 
complexity, the simplified expressions for the interfacial stress and the dislocation energy 
will not be reproduced here (see appendix A). 

With a computer program it was possible to calculate the dislocation energy using 
the simplified expression. Figure 3.5 shows the strain, dislocaton, and total energy as a 
fun.ction of the strain in the Co layer calculated for a Co/ Ag multilayer. For more details 
see [MER88, JES88] and appendix A. 

In order to determine the misfit strain the total energy Eincoh (equation (3.25)) is 
minimized with respect to the misfit strain ea and eb. This is done by using the additional 
criterion that the lateral force balance is equal in both layers. This means that: 

(3.27) 

With this equation the relationship between the misfit strain in the different layers can 
be written as: 

R = (1 + O"a)(l - O"b)Gaab 
- (1 - O"a)(l + O"b)Gbaa 
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Figure 3.5: The total energy per unit area of the incoherent multilayer Eincoh, which is the 
sum of the misfit strain energy Ems and twice the dislocation energy 2Ed, as a function 
of the misfit strain ec0 , for a multilayer with (4 A Co + 20 A Ag). The misfit strain for 
which the total energy is minimal is em. The elastic constants used in the calculations are 
listed in table C.1. 

The misfit strain for which the energy is minimal em can be written as: 

(3.30) 

Where C is a constant and Fis a function which depends on the misfit ij, the dislocation 
energy, the thicknesses of the layers (t = tb), and the misfit strain itself. Unfortunately 
there is no explicite solution for the misfit strains using this model. Thus it is not possible 
to get a general expression for the misfits strains. However, it is possible to determine the 
misfit strain for a specific case, when the lattice and elastic constants and the thicknesses 
of the layers are known. This can be done by numerically calculating the energy Eincoh 

using equations (3.25) and (A.1) for misfit strains e ranging from 0 to the maximal value: 
e = 11(aa +ab)/(2ab(l +aa/abrR)) and then determining e for which the energy is minimal 
(em)· By repeating this procedure for various layer thicknesses and making a plot of 
the results it is possible to see the relationship between the misfit strain and the layer 
thickness. For a Co/ Ag multilayer these calculations have been performed and the results 
are given in figures 3.6 and 3.7. In these figures the thickness at which the transition from 
coherent to incoherent strain takes place, is the critical thickness, which will be discussed 
later on. 

At large thicknesses there is a good qualitative agreement with a model previously 
used in this department for the dislocation energy [MER91]. This model predicts that in 
the incoherent multilayer, the misfit strain in the Co layer is independent of the other layer 
thickness and is proportional to I/tc0 • The accuracy of this model was doubted because 
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Figure 3.6: The misfit strain in the Co layer em,co, calculated with the incoherent model, 
as function of the Ag layer thickness, for a Co/ Ag multilayer with 20 A Co layers. The 
jagged line for large Ag layer thicknesses is the result of numerical errors made in the 
determination of the minimal energy. The elastic constants used in the calculations are 

listed in table C.1. 
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Figure 3. 7: The misfit strain in the Co layer em,Co, calculated with the incoherent model, 
as function of I/tc0 , for a Co/Ag multilayer with 20 A Ag layers. 
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of the independence of the other layer thickness. This discrepancy was attributed to the 
fact that equation (3.24) is only a first order approximation for the misfit fj. 

3.2.5 The Critical Thickness 

The transition from a coherent strained multilayer to a incoherent strained layer happens 
when the thicknesses in the multilayer exceed a certain critical value when the misfit is 
fixed. Previously these critical values were calculated by assuming that at the critical 
point, the misfit strain energy was equal to the dislocation energy. Van der Merwe et 
al. use a different assumption to calculate the critical thickness. They state that an 
incoherent system becomes coherent when the misfit r; --+ 0. Which means that there 
will no longer be any dislocations and only strain will accommodate the misfit and thus: 
( aa I ea I +ab I eb I) I H aa + ab) --+ 1J. This means that at the critical thickness, the misfit 
strain calculated with the incoherent strain model (equation (3.30)) for fj=O is equal to 
the coherent strain e (equation (3.22)). 
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Figure 3.8: The coherent strain ec0 and the misfit strain em,co(O) {equation {3.31}} in the 
Co layer both divided by d = 2ac0 /(ac0 +aA9 ), calculated for a Co/Ag multilayer with 20 
A Ag layers, as a function of the Co layer thickness. From the intersection of the two 
curves, the critical Co layer thickness tc can be determined, tc=2.3 ± 0.1 A. 

This relationship is difficult to solve for tc. An alternative way for determining the 
critical thickness is by calculating and plotting the misfit strain em(O) and the strain e, 
both divided by 2ab/(aa + ab) (so that the relationship with em becomes independent 
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of the lattice constants), as a function of the thickness t. The thickness at which the 
two curves intersect is the critical thickness. Figure 3.8 shows the calculated strains for 
Co/ Ag multilayers with 20 A Ag. From figure 3.8 the critical thickness can be determined. 
Figure 3.8 shows that the critical thicknesses for this Co/ Ag multilayer is 6. 7 A. Similar 
calculations show that the critical thickness of the Co/Ni and Co/Cu multilayers is much 
larger than 2000 A. 

3.2.6 Evaluation of the Model 

The model provided by Van der Merwe et al. provides a method for determining the 
incoherent strain and the critical thickness specifically for multilayers with a cubic crystal 
structure and relatively thin layers. In order to do these calculations, several parameters 
are needed such as the shear moduli, poisson ratios, and lattice constants. The exact 
influence of these parameters are not know, yet variation in the shear moduli can be 
expected to have a considerable influence on the results because they are a measure for 
the bonding of the crystal across the interface. Further numerical investigation is needed 
to determine the influence of these parameters. Van der Merwe et al. define a shear 
modulus and poisson ratio at the interface of the multilayer. In the calculations done 
here, the value of these interface parameters are chosen as the average of the parameters 
of the two materials because of the lack of a better value. It is possible that the real 
values at the interface are very different. Calculations by Jaszczak et al. [J AS90) seem to 
indicate that this is very likely. 

Jaszczak et al. also find that the elastic behavior of incoherent strained multilayers 
show some anomalities. The elastic parameters vary as a function of the periodic multi
layer thickness ta+ tb. The numerial values of their calculations cannot be used to correct 
the parameter values used here because the model for the dislocation is different and they 
state that their results are purely qualitative. These results indicate that at the most, the 
qualitative behavior of the dislocation model used here and by Van der Merwe et al. can 
be trusted. 

Furthermore, it is neccesary to keep in mind that the model used by Van der Merwe et 
al. is for a small misfit and thin layered multilayer. Also, the periodicity of the multilayers 
is accounted for only by imposing boundary conditions instead of using periodic functions. 
The use of parabolic arcs to model the interface potential can also be questioned. Van der 
Merwe et al. suggest that this model best describes systems with shortranged covalent 
bonded materials (semiconducting materials) and not for multilayers composed of two 
metals. An other weakness in the model is that is assumes that at the interface the two 
layers are perfectly smooth, thus that there is not a layer in between that has atoms of 
both materials. In real multilayers there is always an amount of interface roughness. 

All things considered, the model might qualitatively be able to represent the inco
herent strain as a function of the thicknesses of the layers, but a quantitative agreement 
with experiments cannot be expected. Unfortunately this means that the approximation 
of the critical thickness using this model's equation for the dislocation energy can very 
well be too large or too small by an order of magnitude. 
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3.3 Foreign Neighbors and Interfaces 

In a multilayer two types of atomic enviroments can be distinguished: bulk and interface 
environments (see figure 3.9). Bulk atoms are surrounded by atoms of the same kind 
and are found in the middel of a layer. Interface atoms are only partially surrounded 
by atoms of the same kind. The other atoms that surround them have different or no 
magnetic moments, which causes the interface atoms to feel a different hyperfine field 
than bulk atoms. By studying alloys, the influences of foreign atoms on the hyperfine 
field can be determined. As stated in the previous chapter, the hyperfine field is the sum 
of the large contact field and the dipolar and orbital fields. Little is known about the 
influence of foreign neighbors on the latter two of these fields, so only the influence on 
the contact field will be discussed here. 
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Figure 3.9: A schematic cross section of a Co/x multilayer. Bulk Co atoms, atoms with 
one or more foreign nearest neighbors {nn}, and atoms with one or more foreign next 
nearest neighbor {nnn} and only Co nearest neighbors, can be distinguished. 

There are two ways in which a foreign neighbor influences the hyperfine field. First 
of all, the magnetic moment of the neighboring host atoms changes. Because the 4s 
and 3d electrons of the host atoms are not completely localized, these electrons will move 
slightly in order to regain the charge neutrality, when a foreign neighbor is present and has 
disrupted the charge neutrality. The magnetic moment of all the atoms is then changed. 
The change in the magnetic moment of an atom itself changes the core polarization 
and the repopulation of the valence s states, thus changing their contributions to the 
hyperfine field. Secondly, the transferred polarization, which depends strongly on the 
magnetic moment of the neighbors, is changed when one neighbor is a foreign neighbor. 
The influence of this foreign atom on the transferred polarization changes in sign as a 
function of the distance to the foreign atom. The hyperfine field of the foreign neighbor is 
also changed when it is present in a different host material and is influenced in the same 
way. 

Although the influence of a foreign atom in a host material can be felt several neighbor 
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shells away, because of the line widths in a NMR spectrum, only the largest changes in 
the hyperfine field can be measured. This means that usually only spectral lines of foreign 
atoms in the nearest neighbor (nn) shells can be distinguished. In the spectra, atoms with 
one or more foreign atoms in the nu shell can be seen as satellite lines shifted away from 
the bulk line. This shift can be to the left and to the right of the bulk line, depending of 
the magnetic moments of the atoms. The distances between satellite lines and the bulk 
lines should approximately be the same because the addition of each foreign atom to the 
nn shell should have about the same influence on the hyperfine field. 

The intensity of a satellite line is a measure for the number of atoms with a particular 
surrounding. Because of this, it is possible to estimate the number of interface atoms by 
comparing the interface intensities to the bulk intensities. A model can be used to predict 
the relative intensities of the lines with respect to the bulk line when a certain roughness 
is assumed. By comparing the results of the experiments with models, the interface 
roughness can thus be estimated. Three models will be explained briefly in the next 
sections. 

3.3.1 The Diffuse Interface Model 

The diffuse interface model assumes that at the interface, there are one or more monolayers 
of atoms where there is a random distribution of the two types of atoms in a certain 
concentration. An interface monolayer adjacent to bulk material A will have a larger 
concentration of type A atoms than of type B atoms and vice. versa. The intensities 
are calculated by calculating the probabilities of finding an atom in the interface with a 
certain environment. These probabilities are determined solely by the concentrations of 
the atoms in the interface layers. 

An atom in layer l has nearest neighbors in layers i = l + 1, l, and l - 1. The 
probability that there are ni nearest neighbors of type A in layer i for an atom in layer l 
is: 

(3.32) 

Where Zi is the maximum number of nn sites in layer i and Ci is the concentration of type 
A atoms in layer i. The total probability of finding an atom of type B in layer l with a 
certain environment of type A atoms is given by: 

i=l+l 

P(nt-1' ni, n1+i) = (1 - c1) IT p(zi, ni, ci) 
i=l-1 

(3.33) -

The intensity of a specific line in the spectrum is determined by the sum over one multi
layer period of the probabilities of atoms with the same total number of nu atoms N of 
type A, where N = n,_1 + n1 + n1+1 · 

3.3.2 The Stepped Interface Model 

In the second interface model it is assumed that the interface is made up of steps, one or 
two monolayers deep (see figure 3.10). Two parameters d and l are defined to describe the 
size of the steps in the plane of the interface. The environment of an atom is determined 
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by its position with respect to the step. If an atom is at the corner of the step, the number 
of nn foreign atoms will be different from when it is somewhere in between steps. The 
number of atoms with certain environments can be determined as a function of d, l, and 
n, the total number of type B atoms in the whole layer expressed in monolayers. 

For one and two step models analytical expressions exist for each satellite (see 
[GR092]). With these expressions the intensities of satellite lines lsat and bulk lines 
hulk can be compared. For ( 111) interfaces they are: 

One step model: 

hulk = !d . n _ ( d + ~) 
f sat.I + fsat.2 2 2 

(3.34) 

with n ~ 3, d ~ 2. 
Two step model: 

hulk = ~d · n - ~(2d + 3) 
f sat.I + f sat.2 3 3 

(3.35) 

with n ~ 4, d ~ 2. 
The dependence on the parameter l has disappeared in these two examples. 

INTERFACE TOP VIEW 

Figure 3.10: The schematic top view of the interface of a multilayer with mono-atomic 
steps characterized by the lengths l and d. 

3.3.3 The Hexagonal Island Interface Model 

The third interface model is similar to the stepped interface model. Instead of long strips, 
the interface consists of hexagonal islands of type B atoms (see figure 3.11). The length 
of the sides of the island is given by l. Furthermore, it is assumed that the number of 
atoms of type A and B is equal in the mixed interface layer. Again, the number of B type 
atoms with a certain environment can be determined as a function of l and n, which is 
again the total number of type B atoms in monolayers. For each satellite there exists an 
analytical expre3sion. The ratio between the intensities of the bulk line and the first two 
satellite lines is given by: 

hulk = 31
2 + 31 + 1 n _ ( 1 + 1) 

f sat.1 + f sat.2 61 + 3 
(3.36) 

with l ~ 2. 
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INTERFACE TOP VIEW 

L 

Figure 3.11: The schematic top view of the interface of a multilayer with hexagonal islands 

with sides of length l. 
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Chapter 4 

Experimental Methods and 
Equipment 

In this chapter, spin echo NMR will be discussed. Besides a description of the experimen
tal apparatus, a brief review of the spin echo technique and some related experimental 
considerations will be given. 

4.1 The Principles of Spin Echo NMR 

The magnetic moments of the nuclei, in a material, result in a net magnetization M. 
When the moments are in a static magnetic field B0 , the magnetization will be directed 
parallel to this field B0 , and will have the saturation value M0 • If the magnetization 
is disturbed from this equilibrium position it will return with its dynamical behavior 
described by the Bloch equations [ABR62, SL190]. If Bo = Boez then the Bloch equations 
are: 

d -(Mz - Mo) 
( 4.1) dtMz T1 

d 
dtMx 

-M -
T

2 
x + 1(M x Boez)x (4.2) 

d 
dtMy 

-M -
T

2 
Y + 1(M x Boez)y (4.3) 

where 1 is the nuclear gyromagnetic ratio. T1 and T2 are characteristic relaxation times. 
The relaxation time T1 is a result of the interaction of M with the lattice and T2 the result 
of interactions between spins. During the experiment, a radio frequency ( r .f.) magnetic 
field B1 = 2B1 ex cos wt with frequency w is added perpendicular to the static field Bo, 
which is directed along the z-axis. When the time, during which the r.f. field is applied, is 
much smaller than T1 and T2 , no signifcant relaxation takes place and the Bloch equations 
become: 

d - .... 
dt M = 1M x (Boez + 2B1 ex cos wt) (4.4) 

For a better understanding it is advantageous to transform the equations of motion 
to a coordinate frame which is rotating with frequency w around the z-axis, so that 
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Figure 4.1: The behavior of the nuclear magnetization M' during a 7f /2-7r-pulse sequence. 
The behavior is given with respect to the rotating frame. 
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Figure 4.2: A schematic diagram of a 7f /2 - 7r-pulse sequence spin echo experiment, where 
the reaction of the system after the first pulse can also be seen. 

the z'-axis is parallel the the z-axis. In this frame the r.f. field can be written as two 
components. One component is a static field and the other a high frequency (2w) field. 
It can be proven that the influence of the high frequency field can be neglected [HAH50]. 
The equation of motion ( 4.4) becomes: 

(4.5) 

When w ~ 1Bo = WL (wL is the Larmor frequency), the magnetization will precess mainly 
aro\lnd B1 ex' in the rotating frame. In the laboratory frame the magnetization spirals up 
and down the z-axis. 

During the experiment the r.f. field is applied for a time rp, during which the mag
netization will rotate over an angle a with the z'-axis. The angle a is related to the pulse 
time Tp as follows: a=/ B1 rp. 

In a spin echo experiment, two r.f. pulses are applied in sequence. If, for example, 
the first pulse is a 7f /2-pulse (it turns the nuclear magnetization over an angle 7f /2), the 
magnetization will lie in the x' - y' plane after a pulse time Tp (figure 4.1). Because of field 
inhomogenities, not all the spins will precess with frequency w. In the rotating frame this 
means the spins will precess around the z'-axis in different directions and with different 
frequencies, and the magnetization will decrease to zero (free induction decay). After a 
delay time r a 7r-pulse is applied, all the spins will rotate in a way such that their angle 
with the z'-axis is increased by 7f. This will make the spins refocus after a timer and the 
magnetization has a maximum value (figure 4.2). This value is smaller than the value of 
the magnetization before the experiment because of spin-spin interaction. The induction 
signal which can be detected because the spins refocus, is called the spin echo. 
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The actual experiments are done with two pulses of the r.f. field of the same length. 
In this case, the echo will have a maximum value when a = 2?r /3. 

4.2 Experimental Apparatus 

A schematic drawing of the experimental apparatus used for the NMR measurements is 
given in figure 4.3. 

The r.f. field is supplied by a MATEC 6600 model generator of which the frequency 
is adjustable between 1 and 700 MHz. It supplies a power up to :::::l 1 kW into 50 n. The 
r.f. signal produced by the MATEC is modulated by a programmable pulse sequence 
generator. A sequence of two r.f. pulses, each of length Tp {:::::l lµs) and separated by 
r ( :::::l 15µs) is created. The choice of the separation time r is influenced by T2 (the spin 
echo signal decreases with exp(-t/T2 )). After passing two 6 dB attenuators and a hybrid 
TEE the signal reaches the LC-circuit. The attenuators are added to prevent frequency 
pulling by the r.f. generator, and the hybrid TEE provides 40 dB isolation between the 
generator output and pre-amplifier input. 

The LC-circuit consists of a copper coil that is wrapped tightly around the sample, 
covering it as much as possible. Both ends of the coil are attached to a capacitor with 
adjustable capacity (1-65 pF), of which the other end is grounded. The middle of the coil 
is connected to the 50 n coaxial line which is connected to the hybrid TEE. 

Besides being used to apply the r.f. field to the sample, the coil is also used to detect 
the induction signal. The induction signal passes a broad band pre-amplifier before it 
enters the receiver input. The receiver demodulates the signal and the envelope of the 
echo appears at the receiver output. The spin echo envelope is displayed directly on a 
storage oscilloscope (Tektronix 466). The signal is also supplied to a boxcar integrator 
which performs an analoge averaging, and a data acquisition system (DAS) which enables 
digital processing of the data with a computer. 

The static magnetic field is supplied by a split-pair superconducting magnet, which 
is placed in a liquid He bath in the cryostat. The sample with the LC-circuit is positioned 
in the bore of the magnet. It is possible to rotate the sample so that the magnetic field 
makes an arbitrary angle with the film plane of the sample. The sample is also placed in 
a liquid He bath, but in a different chamber than the magnet. By pumping the He bath 
in the sample chamber, a temperature of :::::l 1.4 K is achieved during the experiments. 

The generator, receiver, and the LC-circuit are all frequency dependent and need 
to be tuned to the right frequency. This is done with the aid of a very accurate signal 
generator (HP 8660B signal generator). It replaces the MATEC generator during the 
tuning of the receiver and LC-circuit because it has a better defined frequency. The LC
circuit is tuned by adjusting the capacity of the variable capacitors. By measuring and 
minimizing the reflection from the circuit, the circuit is tuned. The HP generator is also 
used to set the MATEC generator at the desired frequency. 

The pulse sequence is usually repeated with a frequency of 10 Hz. In determining the 
repetition rate, the characteristic relaxation time T1 has to be taken into consideraton. 
The boxcar integrator averages the signal for a certain period of time. 

The resolution of the apparatus is about 1 MHz and is primarily limited by the band 
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Figure 4.3: A schematic diagram of the experimental apparatus along with the insert rod on 
which the sample with the LG circuit is attached: AJ carbon-glass resistance thermometer, 
BJ adjustable capacitor, CJ shielding DJ sample holder EJ sample with coil. 
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width of the LC-circuit [PLOSS]. 
For a more detailed description of the experimental apparatus see [DEN82, PEL86, 

KLE87]. 

4.3 The Spin Echo Measurements 

One of the purposes of the spin echo experiment is the determination of the hyperfine 
fields Bhf of· a sample. Another point of interest is the determination of the relative 
amounts of atoms with a certain hyperfine field. 

4.3.l Determination of the Hyperfine Field 

When the resonance frequency f and the magnitude of the static applied field Bappl are 
known, the hyperfine field can be determined with equation {2.4). If the applied field is 
parallel to the film plane equation (2.4) becomes: 

27rf = 1(B~1 - Bappl - BL) (4.6) 

The demagnetizing dipolar field Bdemag is equal to zero. For the sake of convenience the 
sum of Bhf and BL was been defined in the previous chapter as the hyperfine field Bhf· 
With this definition equation ( 4.6) can be written as: 

(4.7) 

In the case of the applied field parallel to the film plane, the hyperfine field Bhf is equal to 
the resonance field Bres also defined in the previous chapter. When the frequency of the 
r.f. signal is known and constant, it is possible to make a field swept spectrum by varying 
the applied field. From this spectrum it is possible to determine the hyperfine fields of 
atoms with different environments in the sample. If the applied field is kept constant (e.g. 
equal to zero), and the frequency is varied, a frequency spectrum can be made. Again 
with equation ( 4. 7) Bhf can be determined. 

Although both methods give the same results, there are practical reasons why it is 
often preferable to make field spectra instead of frequency spectra. As mentioned in the 
previous section, the generator, receiver, and the LC-circuit are frequency dependent and 
need to be retuned at every frequency. This can become a very tedious task when steps 
of only a few MHz over a range of about 100 MHz are made in order to get a sufficient 
spectrum. Because of the limited range of the capacitors, the frequency range of the 
LC-circuit is only about 50 MHz, which means that it is neccesary to replace the coil for 
one with more or less turns, in order to cover the desired frequency range. 

When comparing spectra it is necessary to consider Bind, which is proportional to the 
applied field. Although this field is small it can cause significant errors when determining 
the exact hyperfine field. Thus, when comparing the exact positions of lines in the spectra, 
it is important that they are measured using the same applied field. 

There are cases in which is it preferable to make a frequency spectrum instead of a 
field spectrum. One of these cases is when the induction signal is small when there is an 
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applied field. The signal will be much larger in zero field because of enhancement, thus 
making a zero field frequency spectrum necessary. This enhancement will be discussed 
further in a following section. 

4.3.2 . Spin Echo Intensity 

The magnitude of the spin echo in an experiment contains information about the number 
of nuclear spins that are at resonance. Besides this number there are several other pa
rameters that determine the intensity of the echo. Because these parameters may change, 
it is important to know how the magnitude of the spin echo depends on them. 

When the echo is formed, an EMF Eis produced in the coil (equation (4.8)) [HOU76]. 
The spins that produce the echo rotate around Boez with a frequency 271" J = / B0 , which 
is the Lannor frequency. 

E = K27r f B1,tMt Va cos(27r ft) (4.8) 

The phase shift is omitted in equation ( 4.8). The components of B1 and M, in the sample, 
perpendicular to Bo are respectively B1,t and Mt. /{ is a factor (:S: 1) that accounts for 
inhomogenities of B1 within the sample. Va is the volume of the sample. Mt is given by 
[HAH50]: 

( 4.9) 

with a= (1 - "lhB1,tTp· 'f/ is the enhancement factor and will be.explained in a following 
section. The magnetic moment Mo is the total moment generated by N nuclei per unit 
volume in a state of thermal equilibrium at a temperature T and can be described by: 

M _ N12n2 I(!+ 1 )Bo 
0 

- 3kBT 
( 4.10) 

where I is the nuclear spin angular moment. Equations ( 4.8), ( 4.9), and ( 4.10) show the 
dependence of the spin echo intensity on several parameters. It follows that the spin echo 
intensity is proportional to the square of the frequency f, the total number of nuclei at 
res~nance NVs, and to T- 1

• There are also dependencies on T2 , 'f/, and K, which will be 
elaberated on in the following sections. 

R.F. Field Inhomogenities 

R.f. field inhomogenities effect the spin echo intensity. This effect has been accounted for 
in equation (4.8) by K. There are two primary sources for these inhomogenities. First of 
all, the coil around the sample is not perfectly symmetric and has finite measurements. 
The imperfections in the coil cause a loss of sensitivity in parts of the coil, thus reducing 
the intensity detected by it. Also, the r.f. field transmitted by the coil will be reduced 
due to these imperfections. In parts of the sample the r.f. field will not be large enough 
to cause resonance of the spins. With less spins at resonance there will be less signal to 
detect. The magnitude of these losses vary as a function of the frequency. 

The second source of inhomoginities is the skin effect. The magnitude of the r.f. field 
will decrease exponentially and only penetrate across a characteristic penetration depth 
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bin a sample. This depth is given by [PLOSS]: 

( 4.11) 

where p is the specific resistance of the sample, µ the magnetic permeability, and w = 21!" J 
is the frequency. For Co at 1.4 K with f = 200 MHz, the penetration depth 8 is about 
1000 A. Besides the fact that in parts of the sample there might not be a r.f. field to 
excite the nuclear moments, there are again parts where the reduced r.f. field is not large 
enough to cause full resonance. It must be noted that also the skin depth is a function of 
the frequency. 

Nuclear Spin-Spin Relaxation Time 

As equation ( 4.9) shows, the spin echo intensity depends on the spin-spin relaxation time 
T2. Because T2 represents the interaction between spins of various atoms, atoms sur
rounded by only atoms of the same kind (bulk atoms) will have a different T2 than atoms 
partially surrounded by foreign atoms (interface atoms). When comparing intensities of 
spectral lines this needs to be taken into consideration. 

Enhancement 

The electron magnetization causes two types of enhancement. Ohe is called transmitting 
enhancement and the other receiving enhancement. 

z 

Figure 4.4: A schematic illustration of the determination of the enhancement factor q. 

Although the electronic resonance frequency is much larger than the nuclear reso
nance frequency, the r.f. field B1 turns the electron spin magnetic moment (S) over an 
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angle 0. In the case of a single domain ferromagnet this means that Bhf will also turn 
over an angle 0. The total effective r.f. field is [GR093]: 

(4.12) 

with: 
Bhf sin 0 Bhf 

TJ = '.::::::: 
Bi Bapp/ + Banis 

(4.13) 

if Bi << Bappl + Banis (see figure 4.4). Banis is the effective anisotropic field. The r.f. 
field is thus enhanced by a factor T/· The correction for this factor occurs during the 
experiment by determining the value of rv for which the turning angle a = 2

;. This type 
of enhancement is called transmitting enhancement. 

Receiving enhancement is caused by the hyperfine interaction between the precess
ing nuclear magnetization and the electronic magnetization. The nuclear spins induce a 
coherent precessi011 of the electronic magnetization and this enhances the signal produced 
in the receiver coil by a factor ( 1 - TJ). By dividing the measured signal by ( 1 - TJ), a 
correction for the receiving enhancement is made. 

When there are domains in the material, there is an additional enhancement caused 
by the displacements of domain walls. In order to avoid having to deal with this type of 
enhancement, it is preferable to make sure that the material is a single domain. This can 
be accomplished by applying an external field that is larger than the saturation field. 

4.3.3 Determination of the Relative Intensities of Lines 

When comparing intensities between lines in a spectrum, it is important to keep in mind 
the various parameters on which the spin echo intensity depends. As shown in the pre
vious sections, most parameters subsequently depend on the frequency f of the r.f. field. 
Unfortunately it is not always possible to express this dependence in a mathematical ex
pression. Furthermore, when making a frequency spectrum, the replacement of the coil 
and the retuning of the apparatus at each frequency causes a change in the sensitivity of 
the whole set up. 

Generally this means that a quantitive comparison of the intensities of different lines 
in a frequency spectrum is not possible. For this purpose it is better to determine the 
spectra by varying the field and keeping the frequency constant. 
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Chapter 5 

Co/Ni Multilayers 

Co/Ni multilayers are of interest because of the perpendicular magnetic anisotropy which 
has been observed in them [BL092, BR092, DAA92]. The anisotropy depends, among 
other things, on characteristics such as structure, strain, and interface roughness. Two 
series of Co/Ni multilayers were examined with NMR. One of the series (12 A Co + x 
A Ni) was used to investigate the strain as a function of the nickel thickness. The other 
series (x A Co + 2x A Ni) was mainly studied to determine the interface roughness. 
In this chapter, the results of the NMR study of these samples will be presented. The 
chapter will end with a discussion of the results. 

5.1 Results 

5.1.1 25x (12 A Co + x A Ni) 

A series of ten samples of Co/Ni (111) multilayers was studied. The samples have approx
imately the same cobalt layer thickness, 12 A, and various nickel thicknesses ( 4 A$. x $. 
100 A, see also table 5.1). All samples were grown at Philips Research Laboratories with 
ultra high vacuum (UHV) vapor deposition with a deposition rate of 0.5 A/s for both the 
Co and Ni layers, and with a substraat temperature of 20°C. The multilayers were grown 
on an oxidized Si substrate with a base layer of 300 A Au. The substrate and base layer 
were annealed for 20 minutes at 150°C before the multilayer was grown on top of it. 

Field swept spectra were made of all the samples at frequencies of 180 and 190 MHz 

25x(12 A Co+ x A Ni) 
I Batch number I tNi (A) II Batch number I tNi (A) I 

910701 4 910708 21 
910702 8 910710 30 
910704 10 910711 42 
910705 12 910712 60 
910706 16 910713 100 

Table 5.1: The layer thicknesses tNi, in A, of the examined multilayers. 
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with the applied field parallel to the interface plane and at 195 MHz with the applied 
field perpendicular to the interface plane. The temperature was about 1.4 K for all 
the experiments. These spectra were made with automatic field sweeps, which means 
that the resonance condition was fully satisfied only at one point in the spectrum (the 
optimalization point), usually at the maximum of the bulk line. This means that at a 
distance from the optimalization point in the spectrum, the intensities of the lines are 
no longer exactly proportional to the number of atoms with a certain hyperfine field. 
This can result in a distortion of the shape of the spectral lines at a distance from the 
optimalization point. For this reason, additional automatic sweeps were made with the 
resonance condition satisfied near the maximum of the satellite, in order to determine 
the resonance field of the satellite lines. Only field spectra made by taking small steps 
in the field and satisfying the resonance condition at every step can be used to make 
quantitative statements about the relative intensities and the true resonance fields of the 
spectral lines. This type of spectrum will be called a step wise swept field spectrum. All 
the spectra were corrected for enhancement. 
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Figure 5.1: The automatic field swept hyperfine field spectrum of a 25x ( 12 A Co + 60 
A Ni} multilayer made at 190 MHz, with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, 
and at 1.4 I<. The spectrum is corrected for receiving enhancement. 

Figure 5.1 shows the automatic field spectrum of a multilayer with 25x(12 A Co+ 
60 A Ni), where the applied field was parallel to the interface plane ( B11). The spectra 
of the other samples in the series are very similar. In the spectrum four lines can be 
distinguished. First of all, the largest contribution can be attributed to the bulk atoms. 
The resonance field ( Bres,11 = Bhf) of this line (21. 70 T) is close to the hyperfine field 
value for fee Co as reported in the literature [RIE68, LAF61] and as measured with NMR 
experiments of Co films [STE92]. The difference between the hyperfine field of the bulk 
line in the spectrum and that of bulk fee Co as reported in the literature, is most likely 
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the result of strain in the multilayer. On the high field side of the bulk line there is very 
little intensity, indicating that there are no hep Co atoms and very little stacking faults. 
Two satellite lines {20.97 T and 20.27 T) can be distinguished on the low field side of the 
bulk line. The distance between the bulk line and the first satellite (one nickel atom in 
the nearest neighbor shell) is approximately the same as the distance between the first 
and the second satellite (two nickel atoms in the nearest neighbor shell). The second 
satellite is the most pronounced of the two lines. The difference between the second 
satellite and bulk line is 1.4.5 ± 0.05 T, which is the average over all the samples. This 
separation corresponds to the shift in the hyperfine field measured in Co/Ni alloys, where 
the concentration of Ni is small [RIE68]. Riedi et al. report an average shift of 7.5 MHz= 
0.75 T per Ni nearest neighbor. The fourth observable line, which lies approximately 0.2 
T lower than the bulk line, was also observed by Riedi et al. and La Force et al. [LAF61] 
in diluted alloys and is attributed to Co atoms with no Ni atoms in the nearest neighbor 
shell and with one or more nickel atoms in the next nearest neighbor {nnn) shell {see also 
figure 5.4 ). 

The characteristic spin-spin relaxation time T2 was measured at the resonance fields 
of the bulk, first satellite, and second satellite contributions of the (12 A Co + 4 A Ni) 
and (12 A Co + 100 A Ni) samples. The values of T2 are 0.3, 0.8, and 0.5 ± 0.1 ms for 
the bulk, first satellite, and second satellite respectively. It is clear from the difference in 
T2 that the lines in the spectrum are the result of Co atoms with different environments. 
As expected, the relaxation time of the Co with Ni nearest neighbors, thus only partially 
surrounded by Co spins, is larger than that of the bulk Co, which is completely surrounded 
by Co spins. 
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Figure 5.2: The automatic field swept resonance field spectrum of a 25x ( 12 A Co + 60 
A Ni) multilayer made at 195 MHz, with the applied field perpendicular to the interface 
plane, and at 1.4 I<. The spectrum is corrected for receiving enhancement. 
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Figure 5.2 shows the spectrum of the same Co/Ni multilayer as in figure 5.1 but now 
with the applied field perpendicular to the interface plane (BJ.)· As expected, the bulk 
fee Co line is shifted to a larger resonance field (see equation (3.3)). The difference in 
the resonance fields of the bulk line when the applied field is perpendicular and parallel 
to the interface plane, which should be equal to µ0 Ms for fee Co (see equation (3.5)) was 
determined. Averaged over all the samples, the difference is 1.9 ± 0.1 T. Magnetization 
measurements of the same samples show that µ0 Ms = 1.80 ± 0.04 T [BL092]. These 
results also confirm the fact that the Co in the multilayer has the fee structure. 

In figure 5.2 the satellite lines can no longer be clearly distinguished. This is a 
result of the broadening of the satellite lines. At the interface there is a loss of magnetic 
symmetry because the magnetic moments of the two materials are not the same. This 
means that a noticable increase in the quadrupole separation is possible. Furthermore, 
the dipolar field will be effected by the symmetry loss at the interface. Its influence is the 
largest when the applied field is perpendicular to the interface plane. These two effects 
probably cause the line broadening of especially the satellite lines [MER91]. 

Figure 5.2 also shows that the intensity of the nnn line seems to have become larger 
than the fee bulk line. The NMR spectra of Co films which consist of fee, hep, and 
stacking faults indicate that some intensity from the stacking faults comes to lie on the 
low field side of the fee line when the applied field is perpendicular to the interface plane 
[STE92]. Most likely, part of the intensity of the stacking faults, as seen in the spectrum 
made with the applied field parallel to the interface plane (figure 5.1 ), is superimposed 
on the intensity of the nnn line when the field is applied perpendicular to the interface 
plane, thus making it appear like the intensity of the nnn line has increased. 

As mentioned before, the spectra of the different samples were very similar. This 
is to be expected because the Co layer thickness is approximately the same in all the 
layers. Thus, the relative intensities of the lines should be the same. Figure .5.3 shows the 
spectra of three samples (the thickest and thinnest layered samples and one inbetween) 
from the series, which were made with step wise field sweeps and the applied field parallel 
to the interface plane. Because the resonance condition was satisfied at every point a 
quantitative comparison of the intensities is possible. It is obvious that the intensities of 
the'lines measured are not equal in all the samples. 

First of all, the 4 A Ni sample shows more stacking faults and hep structure on the 
high field side of the bulk line. Pure bulk cobalt has the hep structure for temperatures 
upto 422 °C [ADA68], were a transition to the fee structure takes place. However, in pure 
Co films, fee, hep, and stacking fault contributions have been observed in various relative 
intensities depending on the growth conditions and type of substrate [STE92, ALP93]. In 
the Co/Ni multilayer, the base layer and, more importantly, the Ni layer influences the 
Co in such a way that the fee structure is preferred. When the Ni layers become very 
thin ( 4 A ~ 2 monolayers), it can thus be expected that the hep structure will no longer 
be totally suppressed. 

Figure 5.3 also shows that the intensity of the bulk line with respect to the first 
two satellite lines is different in these samples. This can only mean that the topology of 
the interface is different for the samples. Because only part of the interface spectrum is 
determined, it is not clear whether or not the roughness is different. 
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and at 1.4 K. The spectra are corrected for enhancement. The bulk line was determined 
at 190 MHz and the interface at 180 MHz. The spectra are normalized so that the total 
intensities of the spectra are the same. 
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multilayers in the 25x {12 A Co"+ x A Ni} and Nx (x A Co + 42 A Ni) series which 
were made at 190 MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, and at 1.4 K, 
as a function of the Ni and Co layer thicknesses. 

Strain 

As figure 5.3 and figure 5.4 show, there is clearly a shift in the resonance field of the 
spectral lines to a lower field as the nickel thickness is decreased. This is the result of 
strain, which is the consequence of the misfit (0.62 %) between Co and Ni. The direction 
of the shift is in accordance with what can be expected when there is compressive strain 
in the Co layers. Compressive strain in the Co layers is expected because Ni has a smaller 
lattice constant than Co ( ac0 =3.546 A, aNi=3.5240 A). Previously in Co/Cu multilayers 
(ac0 < acu), tensile strain and a shift to higher fields was observed [GR092b]. 

The resonance field of the bulk Co line has been determined grafically and by fitting 
the resonance lines with Gauss curves, from the spectra for each sample and the results 
are presented in figure 5.5 (see also appendix B). Because of the presence of the nnn 
line so close to the bulk line and the slight change in the relative intensities of these two 
lines, the determination of the bulk line resonance field is difficult. The error made in the 
determination of the resonance field is approximately 0.03 T for almost all the samples. 

Figure 5.5 clearly shows a dependence of the resonance field on the Ni thickness. This 
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indicates that it is more likely that the layers are coherent than incoherent, considering 
that in the case of incoherent strain, the resonance field would be almost independent of 
the Ni thickness. This is clearly not the case. 

In figure 5.5 the NMR results of a previously studied series of Co/Ni multilayers are 
also shown. The multilayers of this series all have a Ni layer thickness of 42 A, yet different 
Co layer thicknesses. The substrate and base layer of this series is again oxidized Si and 
300 A Au. The growth technique was also the same, only the growth rate of the nickel 
layers and for some samples also of the cobalt layers was 1 A/s instead of 0.5 A/s. The 
results of this series (N x (x A Co + 42 A Ni); x= 10, 12, 16, 20, 31, 41 A) agree with 
the results of the (12 A Co + x A Ni) series, as would be expected in the case of coherent 
strain, because the strain depends on the ratio between the Ni and Co layer thicknesses. 

Determination of the critical layer thickness using the method described in section 
3.2.5 shows that for both series the critical thickness of the layer that is variable, is much 
larger than the layer thicknesses of the samples studied. The calculations show that the 
multilayers should be coherent for layers of at least 2000 A. 

In the case of coherent strain a combination of equations (3.10), {3.15), and (3.21) 
gives: 

where 

Q 

c 

t:..Bhf C 
Bhf = 1 + Q~ 

a'~nZco 
aboZNi 

13
2{1 - 2aco) aco + aNi 

1. T/ 
1 - aco 2aco 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

The parameters C and Q have been calculated using the lattice and elastic constants from 
tables C.l and C.2 and are equal to (8 ± 1) · 10-3 and 0.957 ± 0.005 respectively. In this 
case: TJ = ( 6.2 ± 0.6) · 10-3 . 

In order to compare the results with the model for coherent multilayers, the hyperfine 
field value of the unstrained fee Co is needed. The hyperfine field of the fee Co contribution 
from a 1000 A Co film with the same substrate (oxidized Si) and grown with a substrate 
temperature of 20°C, was 21.55 ±0.02 T. The results are compared with this value in order 
to calculate the relative shift in the hyperfine field D..Bhf / Bhf, which is proportional to 
the strain. In figure 5.6 D..Bhf / Bhf is given as a function of tNif tc0 • The relative hyperfine 
field shift for the sample (12 A Co + 100 A Ni) is 0.007 ±0.002 which means that the 
lattice constant of Co has decreased by (0.6 ±0.2)% in the interface plane and increased 
by (0.5 ±0.2)% in the direction perpendicular to the interface plane. The line in the 
figure is the result of a fit through the data points. The values of C and Q for the line 
are (9 ± 1) · 10-3 and 2 ± 1 respectively, and are of the same order of magnitude as the 
calculated values. The misfit q, calculated from the determined value of C and the elastic 
and lattice constants from table C. l and C.2 is equal to (8 ± 1) · 10-3 . 

The relatively large error in these values has several origins. First of all, there is 
the error in the determined hyperfine fields (± 0.03 T), although the error in the relative 
difference in the hyperfine fields of the different samples is smaller. Secondly, the reference 
hyperfine field is very important. As mentioned, this value is the result of experiments on 
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Figure 5.6: The relative hyperfint field shift ~Bhf / Bhf determined with respect to the 
reference bulk hyperfine field value of 21.55 T of the 25x{12 A Co+ x A Ni) series, as a 
function of tNiftc0 • The hyperfine fields were determined from spectra made at 190 MHz 
with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, and at 1.4 /(. The line is the best fit 
of the data points with the coherent strain model with C = 9.4 · 10-3 and Q = 2.1. 

a 1000 A Co film. Besides having the fee structure, the film also has hep structure and 
stacking faults. This makes the determination of the exact fee bulk hyperfine field more 
difficult. Furthermore, the growth rate of the film and the multilayers was not identical. 
Thus a certain error in the reference hyperfine field is to be expected. Unfortunately 
the fit of the data points is sensitive to the bulk reference hyperfine field. A shift of the 
reference hyperfine field of 0.02 T results in a change of C of ::::::: 5% and of Q of :::::::: 40% . 

. Besides this problem of determining the correct relative hyperfine field shift, there 
is an inaccuracy in the predicted values of Q and C. This problem arises from the fact 
that the lattice and elastic values in table C.1 are all room temperature values while the 
experiments were done at approximately 1.4 K. It can be expected that the values of these 
constants will vary with the temperature. Furthermore, these values are bulk matarial 
values while they are used here to represent relatively thin layered multilayers. It must 
also be noted that equation (3.10), which gives the relationship between the hyperfine field 
shift and the change in the volume of a unit cell, holds for an isotropic volume change. 
The strain in the multilayer is clearly not isotropic (see section 3.2.2). 

All things considered, the agreement between the predicted parameter values and the 
results of the fit of the data points is good enough to conclude that the coherent strain 
model sufficiently describes the strain in the Co/Ni multilayers. 
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5.1.2 N x (x A Co + 2x A Ni) 

A series of Co/Ni (111) multilayers where the Ni layer thickness is twice the Co layer 
thickness was also studied. The number of repetitions N is such that the total amount of 
Co is constant, N · x = 2400 A. A list of the samples is given in table 5.2. 

Nx(x A Co+ 2x A Ni) 
I Batch number II N I x I 

915104 40 6 
915105 30 8 
915106 24 10 
915107' 20 12 
915108 15 16 
915109 10 24 

Table 5.2: The layer thicknesses and repetition number of the examined multilayers. 

The substrate on which the layers were grown is mica and the base layer is 200 A 
Au which was annealed for 30 minutes at 200 °C. The Co and Ni layers were grown at 
Philips Research Laboratories with UHV vapor depostion at growth rates of 0.1 A/sand 
0.2 A/s respectively, while the substrate temperature was 20 °C. 

Automatic and step wise field sweeps were made of all the samples with the applied 
field parallel to the plane of the interface. The step wise sweeps were made in order to 
study the intensities of the lines so that information about the interface could be obtained. 
Automatic field sweeps were made of the samples with the applied field perpendicular to 
the interface plane. Again the temperature at which the experiments were done was 
approximately 1.4 K. 

The difference in resonance field between the bulk line when the applied field was 
perpendicular and parallel was 1.8 ± 0.1, averaged over the four thickest layered samples. 

Interface Roughness 

In figure 5. 7 the step wise field spectra of the samples are presented. The spectra have 
been normalized so that the hight of the second satellite line is the same for all the 
spectra. It is obvious that as the Co layer thickness decreases, the intensity of the bulk 
line decreases with respect to the interface (second satellite) intensity. It also decreases 
with respect to the nnn line. This last effect can be observed more clearly in figure 5.8, 
which gives a portion of the automatic sweept spectra of the same samples. Notable is 
the fact that in this figure the intensities of the nnn and the bulk lines for the sample 
with 12 A Co are almost equal, as is expected when the interface is perfectly smooth. 

The relative intensity of the first satellite and the second satellite of the samples with 
x = 6 and x = 24 deviates from that of the other samples. The first satellite is larger 
for x = 24 and smaller for x = 6. It seems that these two samples have other interface 
topologies than the other samples. Finally, the spectra seem to have contributions from 
stacking faults on the high field side of the bulk line. Although in figure 5. 7 it seems like 
the intensity of the stacking faults in the spectrum of the tliickest sample is larger than 
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Figure 5.9: The ratio between the bulk intensity and the interface intensity determined 
through integration of the spectra of the multilayers of the N x (x A Co + 2x A Ni) and 
Nx {x A Co+ 42 A Ni) series, as a function of the Co layer thickness in monolayers. The 
spectra were detemined at 180 and 190 MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface 
plane, and at 1.4 K. The interface intensity is determined by the integration from 19. 87 
to 21.25 T and the bulk intensity by integration from 21.25 to 23.50 T. The line in the 
figure is the fit of the data points from the N x (x A Co + 2x A Ni) series, excluding the 
thickest layered sample. The cuto.ff thickness is 1. 9 ± 0.4 monolayers. 

that of the other samples, in fact, its proportion to the fee bulk is the same in all the 
samples. 

The intensities of the various contributions in the spectra are compared by calculating 
the intensity under the curve of the spectrum through integration. If the spectral lines had 
been more pronouncec it would have been preferable to fit the curve with the appropriate 
number of Gauss curves, one for each line. The closeness of the nnn and the bulk line, 
the stacking faults and the indistinct first satellite makes it impossible to obtain reliable 
results through this method. Instead it was chosen to divide the spectra into two parts 
and assigning the lower field part to the interface contribution and the upper field part to 
the bulk contribution. The separation is made at 21.25 T, just before there is an increase 
in intensity as the result of the nnn line. Of course there is an error due to the fact that 
it is impossible to divide the contributions so sharply when the actual spectral lines are 
so close and clearly overlap each other. Small errors may also arise if there are different 
strains in the samples which cause the spectra to shift to higher or lower fields. 

In figure 5.9 the ratio of the bulk intensity and interface intensity is given as a function 
of the Co layer thickness in monolayers. As expected there is a linear relationship between 
the data points. Only the result from the sample with 24 A Co deviates from the others. 
This fact agrees with the observation made earlier about the large first satellite intensity 
for this sample. The ratio of the sample with 6 A Co for which also a different topology 
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Figure 5.10: The ratio between the bulk intensity and the inter/ ace intensity determined 
through integration as in figure 5.9 of the multilayers of the Nx (x A Co + 2x A Ni) 
series, as a function of the Co layer thickness in monolayers. The lines represent the 
ratio between the bulk intensity and the sum of the first and second satellite intensities 
hutk/(/sat.1 + lsat.2) as calculated with the one and two step models, diffuse model and the 
hexagonal island model, which are described in chapter 3. 

was observed, does not seem to deviate from the other results. A line fitted through the 
data points, with the exception of the 24 A Co sample, shows that the Co layer thickness at 
which there is no longer any bulk Co (the cutoff thickness) is about 1.9 ± 0.4 monolayers. 
This result was also obtained by plotting and fitting the ratio between intensities of the 
bulk fee line and the second satellite determined by fitting Gauss curves in the spectra. 
This result implies that the interfaces are very smooth (the minimal cutoff thickness is 2 
monolayers) and that there is approximately one layer of Co at each interface that has 
Ni atoms in its nearest neighbor shell. The fact that in figure 5.8 the intensities of the 
nnn and the bulk lines are almost equal, supports this result. However, if the interfaces 
are as smooth as they seem to be, it would be expected that not the second but the third 
satellite would be very large and contain most of the interface intensity, and that the first 
satellite would be absent. 

In figure 5.9 also the results of the previously studied series N x (x A Co + 42 A 
Ni) are shown [GR092b]. The intensities of the bulk and interface contributions were 
determined in the same way as for the other series. The data points of this series agree 
with the results when the layer thicknesses are small. 

The results have been compared with the interface models introduced in section 3.3 
(see figure 5.10). Neither the stepped interface model, hexagonal island interface model, 
nor the diffuse interface model is able to describe the results. In all cases the slope of 
the calculated line is too steep with respect to the actual results. This implies that there 
are more interface atoms and thus that the interfaces are rougher than is assumed in the 
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models. In the case of the stepped model the slope is the lowest when the parameter d 
is equal to 2. For the hexagonal island model this is the case when the parameter l is 
equal to 2. De slope of the line calculated with the diffuse model is the lowest when the 
mixed interface layer consists of 50% Co. Although quantitatively the hexagonal island 
model does not describe the results, for small values of l, the model predicts a large second 
satellite contribution with respect to the first and third satellites. This is also what the 
spectra show. 

The comparison between the results and the models imply that the samples have 
rougher interfaces than the cutoff layer thickness indicates. A possible explanation would 
be that the large second satellite, which would not be expected to be so prominent in 
the case of very smooth interfaces, is in fact the third satellite. However, the calculations 
from the models based on this assumption s.till cannot describe the NMR results. 

If the interface roughness of the samples was different amoung the samples, the slope 
of the line through the data points would change, or more likely, the linear relationship 
would disappear. A less steep slope such as the data points have, could mean that the 
interface of the thicker layered samples is rougher. 

Because only part of the interface spectrum has been determined, shifts of intensity 
to other satellites cannot be detected. These shifts could be the result of changes in the 
topology of the interface, meaning that for example, in the stepped model the parameters 
d and l were different. These types of shifts could make it appear like the thicker layered 
samples have rougher interfaces while it would in fact not be the case. 

It is clear that the cutoff thickness cannot be used to determine the interface rough
ness if this roughness or the topology of the interface is different amoung the samples 
compared, and this seems to be the case in the (x A Co + 2x A Ni) series. 

Strain 

According to the coherent strain model the samples in this series should all have the same 
resonance fields for the various lines because the ratio between the Ni and Co thickness 
is approximately 2 in all cases. The hyperfine field values of the fee bulk Co line of the 
four· thickest layered samples seems to contradict this (see table B.2). However, due to 
the changes in the nnn intensity with respect to the bulk intensity, it is very difficult to 
determine the hyperfine field very accurately. Furthermore, the position of the second 
satellite of these samples hardly varies at all, thus supporting the coherent model. The 
results are not accurate enough to make any definite statements about a possible variation 
in the strain amoung these multilayers. The only observation which can be made is that 
the average resonance field of these samples is 21.70 ±0.03 T and lies above the resonance 
field curve established by the data points from the {12 A Co+ x A Ni) series. A possible 
explanation for this discrepancy is the different substrates on which the layers were grown. 
It has been determined that the resonance field of 1000 'A Co films can be influenced by 
the substrate temperature during growth and the type of substrate [STE92, ALP93]. 
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5.2 Conclusions 

In the NMR spectra of Co/Ni multilayers, four lines can be distinguished in the hyperfine 
field range examined. Besides a bulk contribution that consists primarily of fee structured 
Co, there are two satellite lines from Co with Ni nearest neighbors and one line from Co 
with one or more Ni next nearest neighbors and only Co nearest neighbors. The average 
distance between the bulk fee line and the second satellite is 1.45 ± 0.05 T for the (12 A 
Co + x A Ni) series, which is in agreement with a hyperfine field shift of 0. 75 T per Ni 
nearest neighbor as reported by Riedi et al. [RIE68]. 

The dependence of shifts in the hyperfine fields of the samples of the (12 A Co+ x A 
Ni) series, on the Ni layer thickness, is as is described by the coherent strain model, which 
predicts a dependence of the shift on tNi/tc0 • The results from the previously studied (x 
A Co + 42 A Ni) series are in agreement with these new results. Taking into account the 
numerous sources for err<:>rs in the experimentally determined and the calculated values 
for C, which is a measure for the misfit, and Q, which is mainly the ratio of the elastic 
constants of the two materials, there is sufficient qualitative agreement to conclude that 
the strain in the multilayers of these two series can be fully described by the coherent 
strain model. 

Comparison of the intensities of the resonance lines of three samples of the (12 A 
Co + x A Ni) series indicate that the interface topology of the samples studied is not 
the same for all the samples. Investigation of the other samples in order to determined a 
possible Ni layer thickness dependency is not advisable because .the differences between 
the thickest and thinest layered multilayers are small. 

The relative intensities of the bulk and interface contributions of multilayers of the 
(x A Co + 2x A Ni) series, agree with the previously examined (x A Co + 42 A Ni) 
series, for small layer thicknesses. By calculating a line through the data points, a cutoff 
thickness is determined, which should indicate the interface roughness. The value of the 
cutoff thickness (1.9 ± 0.4 monolayers) implies that the interfaces are very sharp. This 
view is strengthend by the fact that for the sample with 12 A Co, the mm and the bulk 
contributions have almost equal intensities, as would be the case if the interfaces were 
very smooth. Primarily because not the third but the second satellite is very dominant 
in all the spectra and also because of the indications that the interface topology of the 
samples is different, thus making the determined cutoff thickness a meaningless quantity, 
it is not very likely that the interfaces are sharp. 

The relative intensities of the spectral lines of the ( x A Co+ 2x A Ni) series can not be 
described with the diffuse, hexagonal island, or stepped interface models. Furthermore, 
the models can not explain the dominance of the second satellite as is seen in all the 
spectra. Possible other interface structures such as Co or Ni non-hexagonal islands in the 
mixed interface layer could give a better agreement. 

In order to determine the interface roughness of one specific sample the whole inter
face spectrum is neccesary. If only parts of the spectrum is know, it is important that all 
the samples have the same interface roughness and topology to begin with, or else it is 
impossible to make an accurate calculation. 

The apparent shift in the hyperfine field of the fee bulk line in the ( x A Co + 2x A 
Ni) series could be the result of the inaccuracy in determining the resonance field as the 
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result of the nnn line so close the the fee line and the change in relative intensity between 
these two lines in the different samples. 

Because both the Co and the Ni layer thicknesses vary in this series, it is difficult to 
determine whether changes in the various characteristics are the result of the Co or Ni 
layer thickness. It is preverable to have only one variable in a series. 
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Chapter· 6 

Co/ Ag Samples 

Several Co/ Ag multilayers and a Co/ Ag diluted alloy were studied with NMR. Because 
of the perpendicular giant magnetoresistance which has been observed in them [PRA91 ], 
Co/ Ag multilayers are of great interest. Through the study of an alloy, information about 
contributions from Co atoms with Ag atoms in the nearest neighbor shell is obtained. 
These results can be used to understand the Co/ Ag multilayer spectra. Most of the 
Co/ Ag multilayers examined are part of a large series which was studied for the purpose 
of investigating the strain in Co/ Ag multilayers as a function of the Co and the Ag layer 
thicknesses. Due to the large misfit (143) between the two materials it is expected that 
there will be incoherent strain. This chapter will start with t.he results of the NMR 
measurements of a Co/ Ag alloy (23 Ag). In section 6.1.2 the results of an initially grown 
multilayer (15 A Co + 9 A Ag) will be presented. Finally the results of two large series 
of Co/ Ag multilayers ((x A Co+ 20 A Ag) and (20 A Co+ y A Ag)) will be described. 
The chapter will be ended with the conclusions. 

6.1 Results 

6.1.1 Co + 2% Ag, Alloy 

One diluted Co/Ag alloy (sample no. 920801) was examined. The sample was made at 
Philips Research Laboratories with HY magnetron sputtering at a rate of 2 A/s at room 
temperature. 3000 A Co with 2 mol 3 Ag was sputtered on a mica substrate. In order 
to increase the intensity, four identical samples were stacked to make one sample. 

Automatic field sweeps of the alloy were made with the applied field parallel and 
perpendicular to the interface plane. The field swept spectra were corrected for receiving 
enhancement. Four resonance lines (21.54, 21.81, 22.18, and 22.51 T) can be distinguished 
belonging to fee, hep, and stacking fault structured bulk Co (see figure 6.1 ). The positions 
of the lines are in agreement with results from pure Co films which also contain a mixture 
of these structures [STE92). 

In addition to the automatic field sweep, part of the spectrum was determined by 
making a step wise frequency sweep with zero applied field. Because of the large domain 
wall enhancement when the applied field is zero, this method was chosen for the part 
of the spectrum with low hyperfine fields. This enhanced signal is usefull because the 
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Figure 6.1: The automatic field swept hyperfine field spectrum of the 4 x 3000 A (Co + 2% 
Ag) alloy made at 190 MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, and at 
1.4 K. The spectrum is corrected for receiving enhancement. 
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Figure 6.2: The hyperfine field spectrum of the 4 x 3000 A (Co + !!'lo Ag) alloy made at 
1.J, /( and partially with a automatic field sweep at 190 MHz with the applied field parallel 
to the interface plane and partially by a zero applied field frequency sweep. The field 
swept spectrum is corrected for receiving enhancement and the frequency swept spectrum 
is corrected for the J2 dependence of the spin echo intensity. 
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intensity of the satellite lines is very small and undetectable when there is an applied 
field. The frequency swept spectrum was corrected for the J2 dependence of the spin 
echo intensity. Figure 6.2 shows the frequency swept spectrum, where the frequency has 
been transfered into the hyperfine field, along with the automatic field swept spectrum 
for which the applied field was parallel. 

At least one satellite can be distinguished at a hyperfine field of 18.4 ± 0.1 T. The 
distance between the fee bulk Co line and the satellite is 3.1 ± 0.1 T. 

If the 2% Ag had been evenly spread throughout the Co, the ratio between the bulk 
and first satellite intensity would be about 3 and only the first satellite would be present. 
Because the intensity of the bulk Co is much larger than that of the satellite, the Ag in 
the alloy is probably clustered in the alloy. This is very likely because Co and Ag are 
immiscible. If the satellite that can be seen is not the first satellite, the Ag atoms will 
definitely be clustered, because only if there is clustering is it possible that the Co will 
have two or more Ag nearest neighbors. 

6.1.2 60x{l5 A Co+ 9 A Ag) 

Initially two Co/ Ag {111) multilayers were made for NMR studies. rfhey are listed in 
table 6.1. The multilayers were grown on an oxidized Si substrate with a base layer 
of 50 A Fe. The multilayers were made at Michigan State University using magnetron 
sputtering with rates of 7.4 A/s and 8.2 A/s for Co and Ag layers respectively. Sample 
249#14 was previously examined in the department [STE92]. The results from the NMR 
experiments on sample 249# 11 will be discussed here and compared to the results from 
the other sample and the Co/ Ag alloy. 

Automatic field sweeps were made with the applied field parallel and perpendicular 
to the interface plane. In both cases there was one broad line observable. The spectra 
are very similar to the spectra of sample 249# 14. 

The difference between the resonance fields (Bres,l. - Bres,11) is 1.1 ±0.1 T for both 
samples. This means that the bulk line is not pure fee or hep which for some reason has 
become very broad, because the difference would be about 1.8 T for fee Co and 0.9.5 T 
for hep Co. The width of the lines at half hight is 1.25 ±0.05 T, which is the same as the 
width of the total bulk intensity in the spectrum of the alloy. This seems to indicate that 
the broad bulk contribution is the result of fee, hep, and stacking fault structured Co. 

A step wise field sweep with the applied field parallel to the interface plane along 
with a step wise frequency spectrum with zero applied field were made. The field swept 
spectra were corrected for receiving enhancement and the frequency swept spectra were 
corrected for the f2 dependence of the spin echo intensity. Figure 6.3 shows the spectra 
of both the samples. Both spectra show a satellite line. The detemined hyperfine fields 

60x(15 A Co+ x A Ag) 
I Batch number I tA9 (A) I 

I ;!:::! I :o I 
Table 6.1: The layer thicknesses tA9 , in A, of the examined multilayers. 
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Figure 6.3: The step wise hyperfine field spectra of the 60x (15 A Co+ 9 A Ag) and 60x (15 
A Co + 20 A Ag) multilayers made at 1.4 I<. Above 20 T the spectra were determined 
by field sweeps at 190 MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface plane and are 
corrected for enhancement. Below 20 T the spectra were determined by zero applied field 
frequency sweeps and are corrected for the J2 dependence of the spin echo intensity. The 
spectra of the two samples are normalized to have the same bulk line hight. 

are listed in table B.5. The average distance between the bulk line and the satellite line 
is 3.9 ± 0.2 T while that between the fee bulk line and the satellite in the alloy is 3.1 
± 0.1 T. The majority of this difference can be attributed to the fact that the bulk line 
from the multilayer is the result of several contributions including fee Co, which has a 
lower hyperfine field than the resulting line. The remaining difference might be the result 
of the fact that outside the nearest neighbor shell, an Co atom in an alloy has a different 
environment than a Co atom in a multilayer near an interface. Furthermore, because 
different methods were used to determine the parts of the spectum, caution is needed 
when determining the differences in the hyperfine fields (see chapter 4 ). 

As figure 6.3 clearly shows, the satellite (interface) intensity of the two samples is 
not the same. The sample with 9 A Co appears to have more interface signal, thus having 
apparantly a different interface in comparison to the other sample. 

6.1.3 lOOx(x A Co+ y A Ag) 

Two series of a total of 16 Co/ Ag ( 111) multi layers were grown. Twelve of these samples 
were studied with NMR. These samples are listed in table 6.2. The first series has Co 
layer thicknesses varying from 10 to 100 A, while the Ag layer thickness is 20 A. The 
second series has Co thicknesses of 20 A, while the Ag layer thickness varies from 9 to 
100 A. 
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Series 1 Series 2 
IOOx(x A Co+20 A Ag) 100x(20 A Co+y A Ag) 

I sample number I tco (A) II sample number I tA9 (A) I 
396-2 100 397-10 100 
396-4 40 397-12 40 
396-6 30 397-14 28 
397-9 20 397-9 20 
397-8 15 397-15 16 
396-7 12 397-13 9 
396-5 10 

Table 6.2: The layer thicknesses tc0 and tA9 , in A, of the examined multilayers. 

The samples were made at Michigan State University using magnetron sputtering. 
The substrate is Si{lOO) and the base layer is 50 A Ag. There is a top layer of also 50 A 
Ag. The Co and Ag layers were grown at rates of 4 A/s and 8 A/s respectively with a 
substrate temperature of -20 °C. 

Automatic field sweeps were made of all the samples with the applied field parallel 
to the interface plane at frequencies of 180 and 190 MHz for series 1 and only at 190 MHz 
for series 2. All spectra were corrected for enhancement. Figure 6.4 shows the spectra 
of samples ( 100 A Co + 20 A Ag) and ( 40 A Co + 20 A Ag). The spectrum of sample 
( 40 A Co + 20 A Ag) is typical for all the other spectra and similar to those discussed in 
the previous section. There is one very broad line. On the high field side of this line, the 
intensity decreases to zero. On the low field side, there remains some intensity, probably 
from the interface. Because the shape of the bulk line for all the other samples is the 
same, it seem as if the structure of these multilayers is also the same. The spectrum of 
sample (100 A Co + 20 A Ag) gives additional proof for the conclusion concerning the 
very broad line in the other spectra made in the previous section, which stated that the 
multilayers contain fee, hep, and stacking fault structured Co. In this spectrum the fee 
line .can clearly be distinguished from the other contributions. It seems that in the case of 
the other samples, the fee Co contribution is decreased with respect to the stacking fault 
Co contributions, thus no longer separately distinguishable 

In figure 6.5 the spectra of the same samples but made with the applied field per
pendicular to the interface plane are shown. Again the spectrum of sample ( 40 A Co + 
20 A. Ag) is typical for all the other spectra. The spectrum of sample ( 100 A. Co + 20 A. 
Ag) is again slightly different, although the lines are no longer separately identifiable. 

The hyperfine fields of the bulk lines were grafically determined from the spectra 
made with the applied field parallel to the interface plane. Because the structure of the 
multilayers seems to be the same, with one execption, a comparison of the hyperfine 
field can be made. The results as a function of the ratio between the Ag and Co layer 
thicknesses are shown in figure 6.6 {see also table B.6). There is a clear shift to lower 
hyperfine fields for series 1 as the Co layer thickness decreases. This shift is opposite in 
direction to the shift observed in the Co/Ni multilayers, which is expected because the 
lattice constant of Co is larger than that of Ni ( =? compressive strain) but smaller than 
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Figure 6.4: The automatic field swept hyperfine field spectra of the 1 OOx ( 100 A Co + 20 
A Ag) and 100x (40 A Co + 20 A Ag) multilayers made at 190 MHz with the applied 
field parallel to the interface plane and at 1.4 K. The spectra are corrected for receiving 
enhancement and are normalized to have the same bulk line hight. 
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Figure 6.5: The automatic field swept resonance field spectra of the 100x {100 A Co + 20 
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Figure 6.6: The hyperfine fields of the bulk lines determined from the spectra of the mul
tilayers of the lOOx (x A Co + 20 A Ag) and lOOx {20 A Co + y A Ag) series as a 
function of the ratio between the layer thicknesses t Ag /tc0 • The spectra were made at 190 
MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, and at 1.4 /(. The line is the fit 
of the data points from the 1 OOx (x A Co + 20 A Ag) series. 

that of Ag ( => tensile strain). 
For series 2 the hyperfine fields are slightly scattered around an almost horizontal 

line as a function of the ratio tA9 /tc0 • It is not clear whether or not there is a dependence 
of the hyperfine field in the Ag layer thickness or not. It is clear that as a function of the 
Ag layer thickness, the shift of the hyperfine field is very different from that as a function 
of the Co layer thickness. Thus, these results show that the Co/ Ag multilayers do not 
hav~ coherent strain. 

The critical thickness was calculated using the method described in section 3.2.5 for 
both series. For series 1, the critical Co layer thickness is 2 A when the Ag layer thickness 
is 20 A. The critical Ag layer thickness is 7 A when the Co thickness is 20 A. The elastic 
and lattice constants used in these calculations are listed in tables C. I and C.2. Thus, 
the model predicts that the multilayers studied are incoherent. The results confirm these 
predictions because they definitely cannot be described by the model for a coherent strain, 
as the Co/Ni multilayers could. 

In figure 6. 7 the experimental results are compared to the model for incoherent 
strain as described in section 3.2.4. Because the hyperfine field values are values that 
represent a broad line which is actually the envelope of several resonance lines, there is 
no bulk reference value available with which to compare the results. By extrapolation 
a line through the data points of series 1 to tA9/tc0 =0 (see figure 6.6), a bulk reference 
hyperfine field value was determined. This value, Bhf,ref=22.38 ±0.04 T, is used to 
calculate the relative hyperfine field shift f).BhJ/ Bhf, which is proportional to the strain, 
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Figure 6.7: The relative hyperfine field shift D.BhJ/ Bhf determined with respect to the bulk 
reference field, 22.38 T, for the multilayers of the 1 OOx (x A Co + 20 A Ag) and 1 OOx (20 
A Co + y A Ag) series as a function of the ratio between layer thicknesses, tA9 /tc 0 • 

The hyperfine fields were determined as in figure 6.6. a) The lines represent the relative 
hyperfine field shift as calculated with the incoherent strain model for both series. b) The 
lines represent the relative hyperfine field shift as calculated with the incoherent model for 
both series and multiplied by 5.35. The jagged line in the calculation for the variable Ag 
layer thickness series is the result of numerical errors made when determining the strain 
(see also figure 3.6). 

as in figure 6. 7. The relative hyperfine field shift for the sample from series 1 with 10 A 
Co is 0.053 ±0.004, which means that the Co lattice constant in the interface plane has 
increased by ( 4.3 ±0.3)% and perpendicular to the interface plane it has decreased by 
(3.8 ±0.3)% (see equations (3.10) and (3.12) to (3.15)). 

Both the results and the model show that there is almost a linear dependence of the 
strain as a function of l/tc0 for series 1. However, the strain measured is much larger 
than that predicted by the model. The error in the hyperfine field value of the sample 
with tc0 = 100 A is slightly larger than that of the other samples because, as mentioned 
before, the resonance line had a different shape. 

Within the Ag layer thickness range of the samples of series 2, the model predicts very 
little dependence of the strain on the Ag layer thickness. Although the data points are 
slightly scattered, they seem to follow the behavior shown by the calculations (figure 6. 7). 

Because there are hardly any variations (~0.02 T) in the resonance fields of series 
2 when the applied field is perpendicular to the interface plane, it is possible that the 
scatterings in the hyperfine field determined with the applied field parallel to the interface 
plane are the result of experimental errors. The spectra were made with automatic field 
sweeps where the resonance condition was satisfied only at one point in the spectrum. 
Because the bulk line is so broad, it can be expected that the shape of the line is distorted 
in an automatic sweep. This, of course, also applies to the spectra made with the field 
perpendicular to the field plane. Step wise field sweeps are advisable in order to eliminate 
this possibility. 

Another reason for the scattering of the data points of series 2 could be the result 
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Figure 6.8: The hyperfine fields of the bulk lines determined from the spectra of the multi
layers of the 1 OOx (x A Co + 20 A Ag) and 1 OOx (20 A Co + y A Ag) series as a function 
of l/tc0 and where the Co layer thickness was determined from the VSM measurements 
of the same samples. The spectra were made at 190 MHz with the applied field parallel to 
the interface plane, and at 1.4 I<. 

of the fact that the Co layer thicknesses are not all exactly the same for all the samples. 
Magnetization measurements (VSM) also show a scattering in the determined values of 
the magnetic moment. This scattering could be the result of differences in the Co layers 
thicknesses amoung the samples. Assuming that the variations in the magnetic moments 
are purely the result of variations in the Co layer thicknesses, the Co thickness of each 
sample has been determined (see table B.6). The hyperfine field as a function of l/tc0 

whi~h was determined in this way for both series is shown in figure 6.8. Because there 
is such a strong dependence of the hyperfine field on the Co layer thickness, it is very 
possible that part of the scattering of the hyperfine fields of series 2 is the result of varying 
Co layer thicknesses amoung the sample. 

6.2 Conclusions 

Both the alloy and the multilayers studied have Co structures which consist of fee, hep, 
and stacking faults. In the case of the alloy and the (100 A Co+ 20 A Ag) multilayer, the 
different structures can be clearly observed in the spectra. In the case of the other samples, 
only one broad line, which is the envelope of these resonance lines is observed. A satellite 
line was determined for the Co/ Ag alloy and two of the multi layers at approximately the 
same distance from the bulk line. It is not yet clear whether it is a contribution of Co 
atoms with one or with more Ag nearest neighbors. 

The Co/ Ag multilayers show a strong dependence of the strain as a function of the 
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Co layer thickness and no apparent dependence on the Ag layer thickness. The fact that 
the spectra were made with automatic field sweeps, which can cause distortions in the 
shape of the lines at a distance from the optimalization point, and possible small shifts of 
the structure of the Co, can be the cause of some errors in the determined hyperfine field 
values. As mentioned before, the variations in the hyperfine field of the samples of series 2 
could also be the result of different Co layer thicknesses. Only if the real layer thicknesses 
are known, a possible Ag layer thickness dependence can be detected. However, it is clear 
that any variation of the strain as a function of the Ag layer thickness will be very small, 
much smaller than that as a function of the Co layer thickness. 

It is clear by the dependence of the strain on the layer thicknesses that the layers do 
not exhibite coherent strain. Considering the fact that the misfit between Co and Ag is 
14% this result is expected. Qualitatively the incoherent strain model can describe the 
results. 

For multilayers of for example Co and an other element, the previously used, first 
order approximation incoherent strain model [MER91 ], predicted no dependence of the 
strain on the other layer thickness. The incoherent strain model of Van der Merwe et al. 
(MER88, JES88] shows that especially for thicknesses just above the critical layer thickness 
(see figure 6.7), the strain does depend on the layer thickness of the other element, while 
for thicker layers it is again almost independent of it. The incoherent model of Van der 
Merwe et al. seems be an improvement in this respect. 

Although qualitatively the model describes the results, the variation in the strain as a 
function of the Co layer thickness is much larger (about 5 times) than the model predicts. 
As mentioned in section 3.2.6, there are several reasons why a quantitative agreement 
between the results and the model is not very likely. The most important reasons are 
that the model is for cubic non metalic materials and for small misfits between the layers, 
while the Co and Ag are metals with a large misfits and that besides fee Co, there is hep 
structure and there are stacking faults present in the multilayers. 

There are some adaptations of the model that should improve the agreement with 
the experiments. First of all, a model for the interfacial potential should be used which is 
appropiate for metals. Van der Merwe et al. use parabolic arcs to describe this potential, 
which they state as not being appropriate for metals. Furthermore, the model should be 
made to take into account the possibilities of not perfectly smooth interfaces. 

Finally, when applying the model correct values of the elastic and lattice constants 
and information about the elastic behavior of the materials in the multilayer at the tem
peratures at which the experiments are done is necessary. 

The NMR measurements done on the two large Co/ Ag multilayer series are only 
preliminary measurements. These two series are very appropriate for further investiga
tion of several multilayer properties. By making step wise field sweeps, more accurate 
bulk line resonance fields are possible. Furthermore, a step wise study of the interface 
intensity could be very interesting. An comparison of the interface and bulk intensities as 
a function of the Co layer thickness could give information about the interface roughness. 
The occurance of pinholes through the Ag layers can be studied by comparison of these 
intensities as a function of the Ag layer thickness. 
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Chapter 7 

Co/Cu Multilayers 

Two Co/Cu multilayers were studied with NMR. Instead of determining the resonance 
lines of the Co atoms, the. resonance lines of the Cu atoms were studied. The Co resonance 
lines of one of the samples has been previously examined [HE193]. There are two reasons 
for these Cu resonance experiments. First of all, there is a desire to gain experience with 
NMR of non-Co nuclei. Cu does not have a magnetic moment, and thus the resonance 
field depends only on the frequency and gyromagnetic ratio, Bres = 27r J / / · Cu has two 
natural isotopes, 63Cu and 65Cu, which have different nuclear gyromagnetic ratios. / /27r 
is equal to 11.285 and 12.089 for 63Cu and 65Cu respectively. Because Cu does not have 
a magnetic moment, the induced field Bind is no longer negligaqle. The induced field is 
called the Knight shift in the case of metals, and is the result of the interaction between 
the nuclear spin and the spins of the conduction electrons. The Knight shift of 63Cu is 
about -0.24 % [CAR77]. Thus for an applied field of about 4 T, a shift of the resonance 
line of approximately 0.01 T to a lower field can be expected. 

The second reason for these experiments is the desire to investigate the influence of 
the polarization of the Cu conduction electrons, on the Cu resonance line. This desire 
is prompted by the large interest in Co/Cu multilayers because of the giant magnetore
sistance observed in them, which depends on the electronic states of the Cu conduction 
electrons. In a Co/Cu multilayer, there is an interaction (indirect magnetic exchange 
coupling) between the magnetic moments of the Co atoms, in different layers, through 
a spacially oscillating spin polarization of the conduction electrons of the Cu atoms in 
the layer inbetween [GOT92, LAN72]. This spin polarization of the conduction electrons 
will cause a shift in the resonance field of Cu that depends in sign and magnitude on the 
distance of the Cu atoms to the interface. The effect will be largest for Cu atoms close 
to the interface. 
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100x(20 A Co+ x A Cu) 
I Sample number II icu 

COCUOOOI 20 
COCU0003 9 

Table 7.1: The layer thicknesses icu, in A,of the examined multilayers. 

7.1 Results 

The two samples which were studied are listed in table 7.1. The multilayers were ion beam 
sputtered at Philips Research Laboratories on a substrate of polyester and a base layer of 
200 A Cu. The original samples were circular films with a diameter of 7.5 cm which were 
cut into about 20 pieces of approximately 1 x2 cm. These pieces were stacked on top of 
each other to make the samples appropriate for the experiments. For sample COCUOOOl 
it was determined, with x-ray diffraction, that the layer thickness decreased towards the 
edge of the original sample with 5% and 9% for the Co and Cu layers respectively. 

Automatic field swept spectra were made of the samples with the applied fidd parallel 
to the interface plane. Of sample COCUOOOl spectra were made at frequencies of 53 and 
61 MHz. Of sample COCU0003 spectra were made at frequencies of 61 and 65 MHz. Also 
a spectrum with the applied field perpendicular to the interface plane was made of sample 
COCU0003 at a frequency of 61 MHz. These frequencies were the highest frequencies for 
which the resonance line of 63Cu appeared at an applied field lower than 6 T, which is 
the maximum field that the magnets used can produce. A Ag coil, instead of a Cu one 
was wrapped around the sample for these experiments. 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the spectra of the two samples with the applied field parallel 
to the interface plane and f =61 MHz. both spectra were determined with the same 
pulse time Tp. Because the spin echo intensity was small, partially as the result of the 
low frequency, the signal to noise ratio is small. The resonance fields of both isotopes, 
determined grafically from the spectra, agree within the error margin of 0.01 T with 27r f /1 
(see. table B.7). Because the error is in the same order of magnitude as the Knight shift, 
the Knight shift can not be distinguished. Similar measurements with a Cu coil were 
made which resulted in a much stronger signal, thus increasing the signal to i10ice ratio, 
as the result of the Cu in the coil (see figure 7.3). In this spectrum the experimental error 
was smaller (± 0.003 T) and the resonance. lines of Cu were, within this error margin, 
0.01 T lower than 27rf/1, most likely as the result of the Knight shift. 

It is obvious that the two lines in the COCUOOOl spectrum are broader than those 
in the COCU0003 spectrum. They are about twice as broad. It is not clear what the 
exact origin of this difference in line width is. Possible causes could be differences in the 
structure in the two multilayers, or the spin polarization of the conduction electrons which 
is influenced by the structure and the interface topology, which could be different in the 
two multilayers. 

The spectrum of sample COCU0003 made with the applied field perpendicular to 
the interface plane is similar to that made with the applied field parallel. The resonance 
fields of the lines are the same, as is to be expected because Cu does not have a magnetic 
moment, thus there is no dipolar interaction. 
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Figure 7.1: The automatic field swept resonance field spectrum of the lOOx (20 A Co + 
20 A Cu) multilayer made at 61 MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, 
and at 1.4 K. The spectrum is corrected for receiving enhancement. 
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Figure 7 .2: The automatic field swept resonance field spectrum of the 1 OOx (20 A Co + 
9 A Cu) multilayer made at 61 MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, 
and at 1.4 /(. The spectrum is corrected for receiving enhancement. 
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Figure 7.3: The automatic field swept resonance field spectrum of the 1 OOx (20 A Co + 20 
A Cu) multilayer made at 55 MHz with the applied field parallel to the interface plane, at 
J .4 /(, and made using a Cu coil. The spectrum is corrected for receiving enhancement. 
At this frequency, 27r J /1 is 4.874 and 4.550 T for 63 Cu and 65 Cu, respectively. The 
determined resonance fields are 4.862 and 4-540 ±0.003 T, respectively. 

7 .2 Conclusions 

It is possible to measure with NMR the resonance lines of both Cu isotopes in a Co/Cu 
multilayer at the expected resonance field. The origin of the difference in the line width 
in the spectra of the two samples is not yet known. Further investigation of samples with 
various Cu thicknesses is advisable. In order to be able to distinguish the effects of spin 
polarization, it is important that the multilayers that are studied have the same structures 
and interface topologies. 
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Appendix A 

The Dislocation Energy of an 
Incoherent Multilayer 

The energy of the dislocations at the interface per unit area as given by Van der Merwe 
et al. [MER88, JES88] is equal to: 

cGafi { 2 ( - - ) 
( ) ( 1 )L arctan(LXt) - arctan(L(X1 - 2)) 

211" 1 - u R' + r-
±2 [arctan (J(Xt+R')_arctan (J<Xtr+R')] + J'±<i arctanh .J±q arctanh vf±q 

G+ l ( (1 - u)trG)} 
+G n l+ XG 

a 2c t + 
(A. l) 

for r = ta/tb ~ 1 with e =I eb I and t = tb and where e is the misfit strain and t is the 
layer thickness. When q > 0 the + sign and arctan apply, and when q < 0 the - sign 
and arctanh apply. Furthermore : 
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and R is given by equation 3.29. 
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Appendix B 

Measured Resonance Fields 

B.1 Co/Ni 

SiOx/300 A Au/ 25x(12 A Co+ x A Ni) (111) 
Chemical 
Analysis Resonance field, automatic sweep 

Batch Nominal (±3%) Bappl,11 Bappl,l. BL - B11 
number tNi iNi tco Bulk 1 st sat. 2na sat. Bulk 

190 MHz 180 MHz 180 MHz 195 MHz bulk 
(A) (A) (A) (T) (T) (T) (T) (T) 

910701 4 4.7 13.2 21.58 1 20.05 23.46 2 1.9 3 

910702 8 8.0 12.1 21.61 20.15 23.55 1.94 
910704 10 10.5 12.6 21.60 20.14 23.59 1.99 
910705 12 13.0 12.9 21.63 20.20 23.55 1.92 
910706 16 16.0 12.3 21.63 20.21 23.58 1.95 
910708 21 21.9 12.9 21.65 20.19 23.58 1.93 
910710 30 31.6 13.0 21.65 20.21 23.59 1.94 
910711 42 42.6 12.4 21.67 20.25 23.60 1.93 
910712 60 60.3 12.6 21.70 20.97 20.27 23.63 1.93 
910713 100 103.9 13.5 21.72 20.99 20.30 23.61 1.89 

±0.03 ±0.05 ±0.02 ±0.05 ±0.08 

Table B.1: The resonance fields determined from the spectra made with automatic field 
sweeps at J .4 K. 

1 ±0.05 T 
2±0.07 T 
3 ±0.1 T 
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Mica/200 A Au/ Nx(x A Co+ 2x A Ni) (111) 
Chemical Step wise sweep 
Analysis Resonance field 

Batch (±3%) Bappl,11 
number N x tea tNi Bulk nnn 2na sat. 

190 MHz 180 MHz 180 MHz 
(A) (A) (T) (T) (T) 

915104 40 6 5.6 12.5 21.42 20.32 
915105 30 8 7.4 16.7 21.45 20.27 
915106 24 10 9.2 19.9 21.73 21.48 20.27 
915107 20 12 11.2 24.7 21.71 21.45 20.29 
915108 15 16 15.5 32.2 . 21.68 21.45 20.26 
915109 10 24 23.2 49.9 21.65 20.24 

±0.03 ±0.03 ±0.02 

Table B.2: The resonance fields determined from the spectra made with step wise field 
sweeps at 1.4 K. 

Mica/200 A Au/ Nx(x A Co+ 2x A Ni) (111) 
Automatic sweep 

Batch Resonance field (T) 
number Bappl,11 Bappt,J. BJ. - B11 

190 MHz 195 MHz 

915106 21.74 23.46 1.72 
915107 21.72 23.60 1.88 
915108 21.70 23.40 1.70 
915109 21.64 23.33 1.69 

±0.04 ±0.04 ±0.08 

Table B.3: The bulk resonance fields determined from spectra mllde with automatic field 
sweeps at 1.4 K. 
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B.2 Co/Ag 

Mica/4x3000 A (Co+ 2% Ag) 
Resonance field (T) 

Sample Aut. field sweep Frequency sweep 
Number F=190 MHz Rappl= 0 T 

fee I s.f. I s.f. I hep Satellite 

1920801 1121.54 I 21.8~01. 02;.18 I 22.51 I 18.4 
± 0.1 

Table B.4: The resonance fields determined from the spectra made with automatic field 
sweeps and zero applied field frequency sweeps at 1.4 /(. S.f. means stacking fault. 

SiOx/50 A Fe /60x(15 A Co+ x A Ag) 
Resonance field (T) 

Automatic sweep Step wise sweep 
Sample Bulk Bulk Sat. Bulk-Sat. 
number B11 Bl. Bl. - B11 B11 zero field 

(190 MHz) (195 MHz) (190 MHz) 

249#11 21.68 22.78 1.1 21.63 H.9 3.7 
249#14 21.58 22.72 1.1 21.61 17.6 4.0 

± 0.05 ± 0.05 ± 0.1 ± 0.05 ± 0.1 ± 0.1 

Table B.5: The resonance fields determined from the spectra made with automatic and 
step wise field and frequency sweeps at 1.4 K. 
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Si(l00)/50 A Ag/lOOx (x A Co+ y A Ag)/50 A Ag (111) 
Resonance field, automatic sweep 

Sample tco tAg tco Bulk Co 
number (VSM) B11 Bl. Bl. - B11 

(190 MHz) (180 MHz) (195 MHz) 
(A) (A) (A) (T) (T) (T) (T) 

396-2 100 20 93.4 22.23 22.18 23.27 1.0 
396-4 40 20 38.3 22.09 22.06 23.14 1.1 
396-6 30 20 26.4 22.01 23.06 1.1 
397-9 20 20 19.0 21.87 21.82 22.90 1.0 
397-8 15 20 14.7 21.53 21.51 22.59 1.1 
396-7 12 20 11.3 21.43 21.47 22.53 1.1 
396-5 10 20 10.2 21.20 21.15 22.21 1.0 

397-10 20 100 21.4 21.95 22.92 1.0 
397-12 20 40 17.3 21.81 22.89 1.1 
397-14 20 28 18.2 21.77 22.91 1.1 
397-15 20 16 16.7 21.75 22.89 1.1 
397-13 20 9 17. 7 21.73 22.86 1.1 

11 ±53 11 ±o.o.s I ±0.05 I ±0.05 1 ±0.1 

Table B.6: The resonance fields determined f1'0m the spectra ma.de with automatic field 
sweeps at 1.4 /(. Also the Co layer thickness as determined from the VSM measurements 
are listed. 

B.3 Co/Cu 

Polyester/200 A Cu/100x(20 A Co + x A Cu) 
Resonance field (T) (± 0.01 T), automatic sweep 

tcu Bappl,11 Bappl,l. 
(A) 53 MHz 61 MHz 65 MHz 61 MHz 

OJCu I oacu OJCu I oacu 0 JCu I 0 °Cu bJCu I 0 "Cu 

I 2rrf/1 11 4.696 I 4.384 I 5.405 I 5.046 I 5. 160 I 5.311 I .5.405 I 5.046 I 

COCUOOOl 20 4.69 4.39 .5.40 5.05 
COCU0003 9 5.41 5.04 5.76 5.37 5.42 5.06 

Table B.7: The Cu resonance fields determined from the spectra made with automatic field 
sweeps at T= 1.4 I<. 
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Appendix C 

Lattice and Elastic Constants 

lattice Bulk Young's Shear Poisson 
constant Modulus Modulus Modulus ratio 0~ ln(B~1 ) 
a /{ 1/ f{ y G (]' 

(A) (1011 Pa) (1012pa)-1 (1011 Pa) (1011 Pa) (1012Pat1 

Co 3.5445 1.914 5.28 2.089 0.799 0.310 
(fee) 3.548 1 

3.544 
1.830 2.089 0.310 

.5.07 5.92 
3.544 
±0.002 

Ni 3.5241 1.836 5.4 2.197 0.834 0.304 
3.52:387 
3.5239 

1.864 2.192 0.304 
4.82 8.9 

1.876 2.192 0.306 

Ag 0.997 0.821 0.363 
1.036 0.827 0.367 

4.08626 

Cu 3.61496 
1.370 1.295 0.343 
1.378 1.298 0.343 

Au 4.07825 
1.709 0.775 0.424 

4.07894 2 

Table C.1: Lattice and elastic constants determine at room temperature. 

1T=700-l 768 K 
2T=25 °C 
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Ref. 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 

(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(7) 

(4) 
(7) 
(8) 

(2) 
(4) 
(7) 

(2) 
(4) 
(8) 



(1) [LAN86] 
(2) [BOR92] 
(3) [CUL 78] 
(4) [LAN67] 
(5) [GR093J 
(6) X-ray diffraction of a 1000 A Co film (fee) 
(7) [SMl76J 
(8) [LAN88J 

The shear modulus can be calculated by: 

G= . y 
2(1 +a) 

(C.l) 

In the following table (table C.2) the shear modulus was calculated from the averaged 
values for the Young's moduli and Poisson ratios from table C.l. 

Shear Modulus 
G 

(1011 Pa) 

Co 0.797 
Ni 0.841 
Ag 0.302 
Cu 0.483 
Au 0.272 

Table C.2: 
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